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ABSTRACT

This dissertation presents the measurement of optical phase in the media and systems of
optical data storage, polarization dependence of signals from periodic one-dimensional
arrays of magnetic domains in magneto-optical media and crystalline domains in
amorphous phase-change media, and optical characterization of multilayer stacks used
as optical data storage media.

Digital signals in optical data storage systems can be encoded in the mtensity,
polarization or phase of the carrier beam. Both surface structure and material property
variations can create a phase modulation at the exit pupil. Current optical data storage
systems do not make use of this phase modulation and its recovery could increase the
strength of the generated signal.

We experimentally describe a variant of Zemike's

phase-contrast microscope to measure the small phase object, an interferometer to
measure the relative optical phase on reflection between amorphous and crystalline
regions of the phase-change media of optical data storage, and a method to measure
optical phase information in disk system.

Li order to increase the data density in optical data storage, the wavelength becomes
shorter and the numerical 2q[)erture of the objective lens becomes higher.

In the

interaction of the focused beam with a grooved, multilayer disk, the different response to

S' and p- polarized light upon reflection fiom the disk results in different complex-
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amplitudes and has strong impact on readout and servo signals for the two fundamental
components of polarization. Polarization dependence of signals &om periodic onedimensional arrays of magnetic domains in magneto-optical ^0) media and crystalline
domains in amorphous phase-change (PC) media are studied by theoretical calculation
and experiment.

Currently, many different multilayer stacks are designed to enhance the contrast of
readout signal, reduce noise, increase the storage density and speed, or improve media
reliability. A good understanding of the range of values of the optical constants should
help to improve the accuracy of optical and thermal design of the storage media. The
refractive index n and the absorption coefiQcient k of these materials vary to some extent
with the film

thickness and with the fihn

deposition environment. We report the

observed variations of optical constants among samples of differing structure and among
samples fabricated in different laboratories.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Optical phase information in optical data storage
bi an optical data storage system, a laser beam is focused to a disk through the
transparent substrate, interacts with the data stored on the disk (in the forms of pits,
marics, magneto-optical domains, etc.), and is reflected back through the same objective
lens used for focusing (Figure l-l). The interaction of a focused spot with the periodic
structures causes a periodic phase and amplitude modulation of the focused spot. The
beam reflected firom the periodic structure forms an image at the exit pupil of the lens,
which is called baseball pattern. This image contains the interference pattern between the
multiple diffraction orders. Fig. l-l(b) is the intensity distribution of the beam in the exit
pupil, while Fig. l-l(c) is the phase distribution of the beam.

Stored information in optical data storage systems is contained in three distinct properties
of the reflected laser beam from the disk: intensity, polarization, and phase, the most
notable being the intensity signal, which is currently being used nowadays. The pits of a
CD-ROM or DVD-ROM disk create an intensity modulation of the read laser beam by
designing the pits the quarter wavelength deep to create a minimum in the reflected
optical power through destructive interference. Phase-change disks create a similar
signal by varying the reflectivityof the medium between a marie and space. The depth of

Diffiaction
orders

(b)

(c)

Figure 1-1. (a) Diagram of the diffraction of a focused beam from the periodic
structure. The multiple diffraction orders interference with each other and form the
baseball pattern at the exit pupil of the objective lens, (b) htensity distribution of the
beam at the exit pupil, (c) Ph^ distribution of the beam at the exit pupil.
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the pits and the phase-change multilayer disk also modulate the phase of the reflected
laser beam at the exit pupil of the objective lens, but this information is not currently used
in optical disk systems.

The standard readout scheme in phase-change optical recording relies on the reflectance
difference between amorphous and crystalline areas. Designers of PC media have used
the amplitude of this reflection coefiQcient, which changes significantly between the
amorphous and crystalline states of the medium, for readout of information. It is well
known, however, that the phase can also be used as the carrier of recorded infomiation. In
the presence of an amplitude contrast, a it phase-shift between amorphous and crystalline
marks, for instance, can almost double the level of the readout signal (Peng, 1997). To
date, however, PC media manufacturers have not used the optical phase difference
between the amorphous and crystalline states, neither for readout of information nor to
obtain the tracking-error signal (for example, in the differential phase detection or DPD
technique).

The change in the phase pattem as the focused spot crosses a mark modulates the average
phase at the exit pupil, thereby creating a data signal. Since the phase modulation is
already present in the carrier beam, and contains the same information about the data
pattem as intensity and polarization signals, its recovery may be implemented in the
future to increase the generated signal. Figure 1-2 plots the scanned intensity (Fig. l-2(b))
and phase information (Fig. l-2(c)). From these two figures,

one can see both intensity
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Figure 1-2. (a) Periodic pits with a period of 1.6 |im, the pits are 0.S2 ^m wide, 1.63
long, and 0.154
deep, (b) Scanned intensity signal, (c) Scanned phase signal.
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and phase provide similar information, which proves the phase information is a potential
signal that can be used to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the stored
information readout.

1.2 Polarization efTect in optical data storage systems
The recording density of optical data storage is increasing by means of using shorter
wavelength and the objective lens with higher numerical ^erture (NA). In such high-NA
imaging systems, the angle of incidence with the substrate is very large and the
polarization of the incident beam is disturbed when passing through the last surface of the
objective lens.

In practice, optical data storage systems employ a linear, circular, or elliptical
polarization of light, and pits and grooves in the disk have the same order of transverse
dimensions as the wavelength of the laser used, hi the interaction of the focused beam
with a grooved, multilayer disk, the different response to s- and p- polarized light upon
reflection finm the disk results in different complex-amplitudes and has strong impact on
readout and servo signals for the two fundamental components of polarization. In
particular, magneto-optical (MO) disk systems, which generally use a linear polarization,
should show a characteristic dependence on the polarization, and experimental data
indeed reveal such a dependence (Engstrom, 1989). Thus the analysis of systems should
be performed by using a vector dif&action theory to deal with rigorous boundary
conditions on a disk for two fundamental polarizations.
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Polarizaton efifects not only result in different readout signal and servo signal, but also
result in different cross talk, effective grooves depth and scattering noise from the surface
of the disk for different polarizations. This topic, particularly in MO systems, has been
studied extensively with regard to the polarization dependence of signals generated from
continuous grooves and embossed pits. The MO signal from the pure magnetic domain
is also polarization dependent, and this is one of topic we are going to discuss.

1.3 Optical constants of optical data storage media
The phase-change media are currently used for rewritable optical data storage systems,
such as digital versatile disk-random access memory (DVD-RAM), and compact diskrewritable (CD-RW). Generally a four-layer structure (two dielectric layers, one phasechange layer and one reflective layer) is used. Nowadays, in order to meet the increasing
requirements of readout and write/erase, many multilayer structures have been designed,
and their optical and thermal properties are strongly dependent on the optical constants
(refractive index n and extinction coefiQcient k)of the phase-change layer.

The optical constants of phase-change films are assumed to be constant regardless of film
thickness in conventional optical design and thermal simulation of multilayer structure
optical disks. However this assumption is not valid when the phase-change fihn thickness
in the optical disks becomes very small ^ao,1999). The changes of the refractive index

n and the extinction coefficient k become significant when the film thickness is in the
range of lOnm - 30 nm. Very thin films (film thickness « laser wavelength) are
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considered as discontinuous films,

the optical properties of discontinuous films are

considerably different firom these of continuous films, mainly because of an additional
anomalous absorption band.

The maximal differences in optical constants between crystalline and amorphous phases

and the minimal crystalline grain sizes of the films are obtained at certain composition.
The dependence of optical constants and microstructures of phase-change fihns

on

composition has been studied to determine the optimal composition of phase change
recording materials (Jellison, 1982; Margues, 1991).

When studing the optical constants of the thin film, we have to take the transition layer
into account in order to obtain optical parameters from ellipsometer data. The equivalent
transition layer may exist either at the air-fihn boundary or fihn-substrate

boundary, and

it may have any kind of refiractive-index profile depending on those conditions.
Transition layer can be assumed to be a single layer or several homogeneous layers.
Momogeneity of deposited thin films depends on what kind of substance is used for the
substrate or fihn itself and in what conditions it was made.

1.4 Overview of the dissertation
In Ch^ter 2, we describe the design, construction, and testing of a variant of Zemike's
phase-contrast microscope. It is fairly straightforward to use this system as a
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conventional bright-field or daik-field microscope, but its most interesting application is
as a Zemike phase-contrast microscope with adjustable amplitude ratio and phase shift
between the test and reference beams.

In Chapter 3, we describe a method of measuring the relative optical phase on reflection
between amorphous and crystalline regions of the phase-change media of optical data
storage. The proposed method is fairly simple to set up, can measure both front-surface
and through-substrate types of optical disk, and can be used with any long-coherencelength laser.

Li Chapter 4, we show how all three mechanisms, intensity, polarization and phase, to
recover the data pattern of various optical disks, we also describe one method the read the
phase information firom optical disk.

In Chapter S, polarization dependence of signals fix>m periodic one-dimensional arrays of
magnetic domains in magneto-optical ^O) media and crystalline domains in amorphous
phase-change (PC) media are studied by theoretical calculation and experiment.

In Chapter 6, we report results of measurements of the optical constants of the dielectric
layer (ZnS-SiC)2), SiN layer, reflecting layer (aluminum-chromium alloy), MO layer and
phase-change layer (i.e., GeSbTe, AglnSbTe) used as the media of optical recording.
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CHAPTER!
A VARIZATION ON ZERNIKER'S PHASE-CONTRAST
MICROSCOPE
2.1

Introduction

Phase-contrast microscopy was invented by F. Zemike in the 1930's(Zemike, 19S5). It
has proved to be a powerful tool for the observation of weak phase object, which alter
the phase (but not the amplitude) of the incident beam of light. In an ordinary
microscope an object that imparts a weak phase modulation to the incident light will
produce only a faint image. This image may be attributed to the diffraction of a small
amount of light out of the aperture of the objective lens. To improve this image, Zemike
extracted a reference beam &om the light collected by the objective, and essentially
produced an interferogram of the object at die image plane of the microscope. Zemike's
method converts phase information into amplitude modulation in proportion to the phase
shift induced on the incident beam of light by the object The phase-contrast microscope
is similar in principle to an interference microscope, except that the object itself provides
the light for both interfering beams. Like the interference microscope, the phasecontrast microscope makes the object visible by reason of its refractive index variation
(transmission mode), or its surface relief features (reflection/transmission mode), and
not because of its pattern of absorption or variations of reflectivity (as in a conventional
bright field microscope).
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With a commercial Zemike phase^ontrast microscope having an annular diaphragm in
the illumination path and an annular phase plate in the imaging path, it is easy to get
height sensitivity as low as lOA (Kong, 1990). However, in conventional phase-contrast
microscopy the sample is trans-illuminated, which restricts its use in examining thick
samples or those with high reflectivity. Also in the conventional device the annular
phase plate is built into the objective lens. It is preferable if one could access this phase
plate and adjust its transmission ratio as well as the relative phase it imparts to the test
and reference beams. (Note: The reference bean is the undifi&acted light that goes
directly through the sample, or reflected fix)m the sample, and appears in the annular
region near the rim of the objective. The test beam is the light dif&acted upon its
interaction with the sample and thereafter appearing in the interior region of the
objective's aperture.) If the relative amplitude and phase between the test and reference
beams could be continuously controlled, the system could be optimally adjusted to
achieve the best contrast in the image plane for various samples. Moreover, many
different objectives could be used in the same system, because the phase-contrast
function would be divorced from the objective lens.

In this chpater we describe a variant of Zemike's phase-contrast microscope. Our system
can be used as a conventional bright-field or daric-field microscope, as well as a phasecontrast microscope having adjustable amplitude ratio and adjustable relative phase
between the test and reference beams. Our miotoscope is capable of quantitative
measurement of phase at the sample's surface using continuous phase-shifting technique
either with quasi-monochromatic light or with white li^t. The computer simulations
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and experimental results presented in the following sections will help to clarify the
principles of operation of our microscope.

2.2 Experimental setup
A diagram of our microscope is shown in Fig. 2-1. The white light &om a fiber bundle is
used as the illumination source, its beam being coUimated by the lens Li before reaching
the annular diaphragm. Lenses L2 and L3 are used to image the annular diaphragm onto
the entrance pupil of the objective lens. Since L2 and L3 form a 4f system, there is no
parabolic phase term on the entrance pupil of the objective. Li general, the entrance
pupil is inside the housing of the objective and its exact location is unknown. To image
the annular diaphragm onto the entrance pupil, we moved the lenses L2, L3 and the
annular diaphragm collectively until the best contrast dark-field image is obtained.
After passing through the beam-splitter BSi, the beam is brought by the objective (OBJ)
to the sample under investigation. In the retum path, the objective lens, with help fitim
lenses Lt, Ls and U, images the sample's surface to the CCD plane of the camera.
Lenses L4 and Ls are also used to image the exit pupil of the objective onto the beam
splitter BS2, which is actually a fix)nt surface mirror with an elliptical hole in its
aluminum layer. This mirror is fabricated on a flat fused silica substrate, both sides of
which are antireflection coated for the white light. The aluminum layer is deposited on
the finnt surface of this plate, and an elliptical hole is etched in it, as shown in Fig. 2-1.

Because BS2 is oriented at 45** to the optical axis, the projection on the beam crosssection of the elliptical hole is a circle. This circle is slightly smaller than the clear
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aperture of the objective lens, so the test beam is transmitted through the hole, while the
reference beam is reflected finm the aluminized region near the boundary of the hole.
The light &om the annular region near the rim of the objective, which corresponds to the
annular di^hragm in the illumination path, is reflected fix>m the aluminum layer of the
BS2 toward mirror Mi, while the central part of the beam, which contains difiGracted light
from the sample, is transmitted to mirror M4. The beam-splitter BS2 thus separates the
test beam (i.e., the light in the interior region of the objective's aperture, which contains
information about the sample) from the reference beam (i.e., the light in the annular
region near the rim of the objective's exit pupil). These two beams are recombined at the
beam-splitter BS3 after being redirected by mirror pairs (Mi, M2) and (M3, M4),
respectively.

The mirror pair (M3, M4) is fixed, while the mirror pair (Mi, M2) is placed on a PZT
actuator and can be moved along the optical axis (see Fig. 2-1), thus adjusting the
optical path length in the reference arm of the interferometer. While in a conventional
Zemike microscope the amplitude and phase of the reference beam relative to the test
beam are fixed, in our system the amplitude of the reference beam can be adjusted by the
neutral density filter placed before minor Mi, and the phase of the reference beam can
be adjusted by moving the PZT stage.

The setup in Fig. 2-1 represents a reflection-type microscope, but it can be readily
converted to a transmission type, simply by flipping the illumination arm and adding a
condenser lens. This setup is quite versatile and it is easy to modify it to perform several
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different functions. If the annular diaphragm is removed and the reference beam in the
return path is blocked, the system becomes a conventional bright-field microscope. If the
annular dii^hragm stays and the reference beam is blocked, a dark-field microscope is
obtained. With all the components shown in Fig. 2-1 in their respective positions, the
system is a phase-contrast microscope citable of using both quasi-monochromatic light
and white light for interferometry. If polarized light is used for illumination and an
analyzer is placed before the camera, then the various types of microscope described
above will be polarization-sensitive as well. Applications of this microscope include
qualitative observation of the sample in various illumination modes (i.e., bright-field,
dark-field, polarized light), and quantitative measurement of the phase imparted to the
incident beam upon reflection firom

the sample (i.e., phase-contrast microscopy

augmented by phase-shifting interfermetry).

2.3 Computer simulations
Many books and articles (Zemike, 1955; Bennet, 1951; Bom and Wolf, 1980;
Mansuripur, 1997) have discussed the mechanism of producing phase contrast. In this
section we briefly describe the principle of operation of our microscope using computer
simulations. Because the experimental results presented in the next section correspond to
a reflection type microscope, our simulations are for a reflecting microscope as well, but
they could readily be reinterpreted for a transmission type microscope, if necessary.

We simulate the case ofspatially incoherent illumination by the quasi-monochromatic
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Figure 2-1. Diagram of the adjustable phase-contrast microscope.
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Figure 2-2. (a) Simulated annular light source consisting of 36 independent, quasimonochromatic point sources, (b) Intensity image of the 400X-wide annular ring at
the entrance pupil of the objective.

light of wavelength A. emerging from a fiber bundle consisting of 36 independent fibers
arranged in a ring pattem (see Fig. 2-2(a)). After passage through the annular aperture
and projection onto the entrance pupil of the objective, the incident intensity distribution
is that shown in Fig. 2-2(b). We compute the image obtained with each point source
(i.e., fiber) independently and add up the intensities of the resulting images to obtain the
final image. To emphasize the weak regions of an intensity distribution, in the following
examples the logarithm of intensity will be displayed ^ansuripur, 1997).

The annulus of Fig. 2-2(b) is focused on the test object shown in Fig. 2-3(a). The object
here is a flat surface imprinted with five depressions (marics), each being an 36° phase
object (in double padi) with the same amplitude reflectivity

as the background. The

reflected li^t distribution in the exit pupil shown in Fig.2-3(b) consists of two parts: the
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light diffracted

the sample and refeired as the test beam (Fig. 2-3(c)), and the

directly reflected or undiffiacted reference beam shown in Fig. 2-3(d).

Once the light in the exit pupil is brought to BS2, the reference beam passes through the
phase-shifting element (composed of mirrors Mi, M2 mounted on a PZT stage). In the
case of weak phase objects, as is well known in the theory of phase-contrast microscopy,
the test and reference beams have a 90" relative phase shift. This phase difference is
removed by the phase-shifting element in our system, rendering the phase-contrast
image shown in Fig. 2-4(a). The system thus produces a visible image by converting a
phase image, to which the eye does not respond, into an amplitude image that the eye
can perceive.

If the phase difference is not removed, the image will be the same as that obtained with
conventional microscopy (see Fig. 2-4(b)), where only the edges of the marks are
rendered visible due to diffraction effects. If the reference beam is blocked and only the
test beam is used for imaging, the daric-field image shown in Fig. 2-4(c) will be
obtained. In this case, if the sample h^pens to be featureless, the entire light reaching
the object in the form of a hollow cone (via the annular mask) will be blocked in the
return path, in which case the field of view of the objective will iq[)pear totally dark. If,
however, there are amplitude/phase variations from point to point on the sample, then
diffraction takes place and some of the light in the hollow cone is diverted into the umer
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Figure 2-3. (a) Pattern of simulated phase objects (marics) on a uniform background.
The reflectivity is uniform over the entire area of this object, and the marics impart to
the incident beam a 36** phase shift in double path upon reflection, (b) Distribution of
the logarithm of intensity at the odt pupil of the 0.6NA objective lens. The annular
phase mask projected onto this pupil has a width of400A. and inner radius of S600X.
(c) Distribution of the logarithm of intensity in the interior region of the exit pupil,
having a radius of S600A,. (d) Distribution of the directly reflected intensity in the
region of the exit pupil corresponding to the area covered by the image of the annular
mask.
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Figure 2-4. Computed distributions of the logarithm of intensity at the image plane,
(a) Phase-contrast image obtained when the reference is phase shifted by 90° and its
amplitude is attenuated by 70%. (b) When no phase-shift or attenuation is ^lied to
the reflected beam, a conventional bright-field image of the sample is obtained, (c)
When the reflected light within the annular ring (i.e., the reference beam) is blocked,
one obtains the datk-field image of the sample, (d) hnage contrast is extremely poor
when the reflected light within the interior region of the exit pupil (i.e., the test
beam) is blocked, and only the annular ring is allowed to reach the image plane.
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region of the objective's aperture. Object detail thus shows up as a bright image on a
dark background. This, of course, is the principle of microscopy with daric-field
illumination.

Finally, if the test beam is blocked and only the reference beam is used for imaging, very
little information about the sample can be obtained (see Fig. 2-4(d)). The situation will
change, however, if the sample happens to have fine features and/or if it is a strong
phase object, in which case the image obtained by the reference beam alone will contain
some information about the sample (more about this later in connection with Fig. 25(e)).

To compare the simulations with experimental data, we present another simulated case.
Here the phase object shown in Fig. 2-S(a) consists of seven pits (marks) on a compact
disc (CD). The marks are 6X,-10>, long and 2X-3X wide, and they are 180" phase objects
(in double path) having the same amplitude reflectivity as the background. Fig. 2-S(b) is
the phase contrast image obtained when a 90" phase shift and a 70% amplitude
attenuation are imposed on the reference beam. Fig. 2-S(c) shows the conventional
bright-field image of this sample, and Fig. 2-S(d) is the dark-field image. Fig. 2-S(e) is
the image formed by the reference beam alone when the test beam is blocked. In both
Figs. 2-S(c) and 2-S(e) we see some information about the object that could not be
found in the previous example because the assumed phase of the present object is
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much stronger. Thus it might be argued that the phase-contrast method is not particularly
useful for visualizing strong phase objects because the object can be readily identified in
the conventional image, and the phase-contrast method does not provide much
additional information.

2.4 Experimental Results
Figure 2-6 illustrates the various imaging functions of our microscope. Fig. 2-6(a) shows
the image of a small area of a compact disc (CD) obtained by removing the annular
diaphragm from the illumination path, and blocking the reference beam in the image
path. This is equivalent to the image obtained by a conventional bright-field microscope.
Because the phase-depth of the pits is large (about 90*0 and also because the features are
small compared to the wavelength of the light, the system produces a high-contrast
image of this sample.

Fig. 2-6(b) is the daric-field image of the same sample obtained by illuminating through
the annulus and blocking the reference beam in the return path. Fig. 2-6(c) is the
complement of Fig. 2-6(b), because it is formed by the reference beam only, that is, the
test beam is blocked in this case. Ideally, this image would be uniformly bright, devoid
of any information about the pattern of pits at the disk. However, some of the diffracted
light fiom the pits manages to get into the annulus in the return path, creating a faint
image of the disk surface. If a wider annulus is used for illumination, more information
about the test sample will sq^pear in the image formed by the reference beam; this is
confirmed in Fig.2-6(d) obtained with a slightly wider annular mask.
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Figure 2*6. (a) Conventional image of a compact disk surface, obtained by removing
the annular mask in the illumination path and blocking the reference beam, (b) Daikfield image of the disk with the annular mask present in the illumination pat^ but the
reference beam blocked in the return path, (c) bnage of the disk obtained with the
annular mask present in the illumination path, but with the test beam passing throu^
the mirror pair ^3, M4) blocked, (d) Same as (c) but with a somewhat wider annular
mask.
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Figure 2-7. White light interference images of the compact disk obtained with two
different phase shifts between the reference beam and the test beam. Both (a) and (b)
are phase contrast images, but the reference beam passing through the mirror pair
(Ml, M2) has been tilted to introduce a continuously varying 4n linear phase shift
over the image area.

The phase-contrast mode of imaging is demonstrated in Figure 2-7. This image is
somewhat different ftom the conventional phase-contrast image in that the phase of the
reference beam is not uniform across the field of view, but varies linearly by about An.
Two interference fringes appear in each of Figs. 2-7(a) and 2-70)), but we have shifted
the fringes in one figure relative to those in the other, in order to enhance the contrast in
different regions of the image. From these images the phase of the test sample (i.e.,
depth of CD pits) may be found by varying the optical path-length difference (OPD)
between the test and reference beams. This phase information cannot be found in a
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conventional phase-contrast microscope, because of the fixed relative phase between the
test and reference beams.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of our system is its ability to perform white-light
interferometry. This is achieved by continuously varying the phase of the reference
beam by moving the PZT stage on which the mirror pair (Mi, M2) is mounted. There are
several different types of white light interferometer, such as Mirau and Linnik, and there
are many articles that discuss the principles of white-light interferometry (Chim, 1991;
Lee, 1990, Sandoz, 1997). So here we simply describe our experimental results without
discussing the data processing algorithm. Figure? shows two interference images
captured on the CCD camera at two different positions of the PZT-controUed stage.
These are but two images out of a series of interferograms used to analyze the test
sample (a compact disc). As we moved the PZT stage in small steps the bright and dark
fiinges reverse their contrast, proving that the path equality has been established and the
white-light interferometer is woridng properly. Outside the range of the interference
these fringes dis^pear. Figure 2-8(a) shows the intensity variations at the center of a pit
versus the traveling distance of the PZT actuator. A similar pattem is shown in Fig. 28(b) for a point on a nearby flat region of the sample, away from the pits. These intensity
variations are normalized and plotted again on the same set of axes in Fig. 2-9(a); the
theoretical fits to these curves appear in Fig. 2-9(b). The two curves in Fig. 2-9(b) are
seen to be relatively displaced along the horizontal direction by about half a period,
confirming the double-path pit depth as being about ISO". Each of these interference
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Figure 2-8. Intensity variations monitored by the CCD camera at two fixed pixels,
when the mirror pair (Mi, M2) moves a distance of S^m to impart a continuously
varying phase shift to the reference beam, (a) The monitored pixel is at the center of
a pit on the compact disk surface, (b) The monitored pixel is in a flat region of the
disk in the vicinity of the pit monitored in (a).
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variation curves shown in (a).The solid line represents the pixel at the center of a pit,
while the dot line represents the pixel in a flat region.
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curves can be further processed to yield the envelope of the intensity variations (i.e.,
fringe visibility function), which may contain additional information about the sample.

Finally, in Figure 2-10 we show the different images of a weak-phase object, which is a
biologicall sample. Fig. 2-10(a) is the conventional bright-field image, while Fig. 210(b) shows the daric-field image. One can see some phase information in the dark-field
image of this sample which cannot be observed from the bright-field image. No useful
information is revealed by the image formed by the reference beam alone (see Fig. 210(c)). Fig. 2-10(d) is the interference image obtained by allowing the test beam and
reference beam to interfere. Admittedly, the differences between the phase-contrast
image in Fig. 2-10(d) and the dark-field image in Fig. 2-10(b) are small and, at first
glance, it appears that for this sample at least the phase-contrast method doesn't provide
any additional information. However, in our system the reference beam can be
continuously phase shifted relative to the test beam and, therefore, quantitative
information about the sample's phase can be extracted using phase-shifting
interferometry.

2.5 Conclusion
The design principles and construction details of a variant of Zemike's phase-contrast
microscope have been presented. This is a versatile instrument, being either a daric-field
or a phase-contrast microscope with an annular diiq>hragm in the illumination path,
becoming a conventional microscope upon removing the diiq)hragm. It is also a white-
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Figure 2-10. (a) Conventional image of a biological sample, (b) Dark-field image
obtained in the presence of the annular mask in the illumination path, and when the
reference beam is blocked, (c) The image obtained in the presence of the annular ring
but with the test beam blocked, (d) Phase-contrast image obtained when both the
reference and test beams are allowed to mterfere in the image plane. The reference
beam is slightly tilted in this case, giving rise to faint vertical fringes.
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light interferometer with PZT-controUed, adjustable phase-shift in the path of the
reflected beam. Unlike the conventional phase-contrast microscope, where the intensity
ratio of the reference beam to test beam is fixed for a given objective lens, we can
readily change this ratio by using a variable attenuator in one of the two arms of the
interferometer. We can also use ordinary or special objectives to get phase-contrast
images. For example, in the experiments reported here, we used an objective lens with
cover-plate correction to obtain aberration-firee images through the 1.2mm-thick
substrate of the compact disk.
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CHAPTER 3

MEASUREMENT OF THE RELATIVE OPTICAL PHASE
BETWEEN AMORPHOUS AND CRYSTALLINE REGIONS
OF THE PHASE-CHANGE MEDIA OF OPTICAL
RECORDING

3.1 Introduction
The standard readout scheme in phase-change (PC) optical recording relies on the
reflectance difference between amorphous and crystalline areas. The reflection
coefficient r at any point on the disk surface is a complex number, r == |r| exp(i<|i).
Designers of PC media have used the amplitude of this reflection coefflcient, |r|, which
changes significantly between the amorphous and crystalline states of the medium, for
readout of information. It is well known, however, that the phase ^ can also be used as
the carrier of recorded information. In the presence of an amplitude contrast, a n phaseshift between amorphous and crystalline marks, for instance, can almost double the level
of the readout signal ^eng, 1997). A nil phase-shift enables differential edge-detection
in PC readout, which has the potential to increase the readout carrier-to-noise ratio
(CNR) by several decibels (dB). To date, however, PC media manufacturers have not
used the optical phase difference between the amorphous and crystalline states, neither
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for readout of infbtmation nor to obtain the tracking-error signal (for example, in the
differential phase detection or DPD technique) (Peng, 1998). The situation might
change, however, once the potentials and limitations of phase detection schemes are
better appreciated.

The goal of the present ch^ter is to describe a technique for direct measurement of the
optical phase difference between amorphous and crystalline regions of a PC disk using a
Mach-Zehnder type of interferometer. This is not intended as a readout scheme for
implementation in optical disk drives, but rather as a characterization tool for media
testing during design and manufacture.

In current practice of optical metrology, surface profiles can be measured with extremely
high sensitivity using interferometric techniques. Systems with sub-nanometer accuracy
for measurement of height/depth variations are readily available (Biegen, 1994; Chim,
1991; Doi, 1992; Doi, 1997). Some of the available systems are based on differential
phase interferometry, which imposes unequal frequency shifts on the test and reference
beams and detects the beat signal. Other systems use white light interferometry either by
carefully constructing an equal-path interferometer with two identical microscope
objectives, or by using a special Mirau interferometric objective. A common drawback
of all these systems is their inability to distinguish the phase imparted to the beam by the
height/depth profile of the sample fix>m that imposed upon the beam by variations of the
sample's optical constants. This drawback also applies to the system of the present
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p^er, although, fortunately, the difference of film thickness At between amorphous and
crystalline regions of PC optical disks is expected to be less than S% of the nominal film
thickness (i.e., At^l.2S nm). Therefore, the measured phase is generally attributable to
the changing optical constants.

Another disadvantage of the existing systems is that they do not readily accept various
types of optical disks. For example, the special design of the Mirau-type objective lens is
not suited for focusing through the optical disk substrate and, as a result, the existing
Mirau surface profilers cannot accommodate a conventional (i.e., through-substrate
type) optical disk. Also, the optical constants of the phase-change disks are wavelength
dependent, and the behavior of the multilayer stack of the disk is especially sensitive to
wavelength variations. As a result, any measurement of optical phase obtained by a
white-light surface profiler will only yield an average value for the optical phase over
the corresponding range of wavelengths. This problem cannot be remedied by inserting
a narrow-band filter in the optical path of the system either, because the white light
interferometer usually relies on the short-coherence length of the light source.

For the above reasons (as well as to reduce cost and complexity) we developed a laserbased Mach-Zehnder type interferometer for measurement of optical phase difference in
PC disks. This system is described in section 3.2. A brief description of the dependence
of optical phase on the optical constants of the media is given in section 3.3. The results
of this woric are summarized in section 3.4.
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3.2 Experimental setup
Fig. 3-1 is a diagram of the system used to measure the relative optical phase on PC
media. The coUimated beam from the He-Ne laser is divided into two beams by a
polarizing beam-splitter (PBS I). One beam is used as reference, the other as the test
beam. The test beam is focused by a lens (LI) and then brought to the test surface by the
microscope objective (OBJ), which is corrected for infinity, hi this way a fairly large
area on the test surface can be illuminated. After reflection finm the test surface, the
beam is c^tured by the same objective (OBJ) and directed towards the CCD
camera by a beam-splitter (BS) and lens

(L2). The optical elements in the reference path include an attenuater and two mirrors
(M4, MS) mounted on a PZT translation stage to phase shift the reference beam. The test
and reference beams are combined using a second polarizing beam-splitter (PBS2).
hiterference occurs in the image plane of the test surface (which coincides with the
sensitive surface of the CCD camera) after the combined beams pass through a
polarization analyzer.

As an example, Fig. 3-2(a) shows the coherent image of a small section from an
amorphous phase-change sample on which several crystalline stripes were recorded.
This image is obtained by blocking the reference beam in the system of Fig. 3-1; the
bright stripes are crystalline, while the daric background is amorphous. Fig. 3-2(b)
shows the interferogram obtained in the CCD plane of the camera by allowing the
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Figure 3-1. Diagram of the interferometer used to measure the phase-shift of reflected
light firom PC media. The light fiom a red HeNe laser is split into a test beam and a
reference beam. The test beam illuminates the sample through a 0.6NA microscope
objective lens. The reference beam is phase-shifted by adjusting the PZT stage on which
mirrors M4 and MS are mounted. The two beams are then brought together on the CQ)
plane of the camera to form an interferogram of the sample's surface.
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Figure 3-2. (a) Conventional coherent imageof an amorphous phase-change sample
on which sevoral crystalline stripes (seen here as regions of hi^er reflectivity) were
recorded with a focused laser beam. This image was obtained in the system of Fig. 1
by blocking the reference beam, (b) Interferogram obtained in the system of Fig. 1
by allowing the superposition of the reference plane wave with the conventional
image of the sample.
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reference beam to interfere with the beam reflected from the sample. The optical phase
difference between amorphous and crystalline regions can be readily inferred from the
bending of the fringes in Fig. 3-2(b).

The phase-shift induced on the test beam upon reflection from the sample is extracted
from the interference pattern captured by the CCD camera using the well-known phaseshifting technique. There exist several phase-shifting algorithms; in this work we chose
the five-step method since it is less sensitive to environmental variations and calibration
errors (Creath, 1988). During each measurement the phase of the reference beam is
changed five times in fixed steps of idl by moving the reference mirrors in UZ steps.
After saving the intensity pattern In(x,y) of the interferogram, the phase of the test
surface can be obtained from the following equation:
=

(3.1)
Zij - i j i.

Generally, the phase

obtained from

Eq. (3.1) is discontinuous because the

arctangent is defined only over the limited range of angles (-)i/2, rdl). Phase unwr^ping
techniques should be used to convert the modulo 2ic phase data into a continuous
representation of the desired wavefront.

3.3 Phase change on reflection
When a beam of light is reflected from a test sample, the comply amplitude reflection
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coefficient |r|exp(i<^) of the sample modifies the amplitude and phase of the incident
beam.

Im(E)
Ei
no

E Re(E)

ni

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-3. (a) Reflection and transmission of light at normal incidence fiom the
smooth boundary between two homogeneous media having refitu:tive indices no and
Ri. (b) Definition of the phase (|» of the reflected light using a complex-plane
diagram that shows E\ and Er, the incident and reflected electric fields.

The change of phase upon reflection is a fimction of the optical properties of the
material(s) and the thicknesses of any fihns, if present. Typically, the absolute phase of
the reflection coefficient is more sensitive to small changes in the optical constants of
the sample than either the reflectance or the transmittance of the sample (Bennett 1964).
Fresnel's reflection coefficients provide a basis for the calculation of optical phase fiom
the material constants. When a plane wave is normally incident on an interface between
two dielectric media whose refi:active indices are no and ni (see Fig. 3-3(a)), the
reflectance r can be expressed as:
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^

El

(Wi-HQ)
("i +"0)

(3.2)

Here E\ and Et represent the electric fields of the incident light and the reflected light,
respectively. Eq. (3.2) shows that if no is smaller than n\, r is negative, which means a
180° phase is imposed upon the reflected beam. The above equation also holds when the
indices of refiraction of the materials are complex; for instance if m is replaced by {n\i^i), we will have
(Wt-/^,-Wo)

E(

(/i,-»^,+no)

-(nl

-nl)+ 2ikino
(3-3)

Since r is now complex the phase (|> between £r and Ei is neither 0° nor 180", but
determined as follows (see Fig. 3-3(b)):

/Iq

KJ

This simple formula is applicable when there is reflection firom one interface only. The
formula is much more complicated for multilayer stacks, such as the quadrilayer PC
media used in optical data storage, but the principle is the same. For the calculations
reported in the next section we used the computer program MULTILAYER, which
solves Maxwell's equations for plane wave propagation in multilayer structures. The 2 x
2 matrix is the basis of this program ^ansuripur, 1990).
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Figure 3-4. Measured results for a VSLI height standard having a calibrated step height of
460.6 nm. (a) Conventional coherent image of the sample's surface, (b) bterferogram
obtained by superposing a reference plane wave on the conventional image, (c) Phase image
obtained by using the five*step phase>shifting technique, (d) Plot of phase difference
between the two regions of the sample, computed for a pair of horizontal lines on the
opposite sides of the step. (The y-axis shows the relative phase angle in degrees)
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3.4 Results and discussion
To calibrate our measurement system we used a VSLI height standard (step height =
460.6 nm) which is a silicon step on a silica substrate. Fig. 3-4(a) shows the coherent
image of the height standard obtained by blocking the reference beam. Fig. 3-4(b) shows
the interferogram obtained in the image plane when the test and reference beams were
superimposed. Fig. 3-4(c) shows the extracted phase pattem of the sample obtained by
the five-step phase-shifting technique. One could use phase unwrapping to remove the
2n discontinuities present in this raw phase image. However, for simplicity's sake, we

oriented the fiinges in the vertical direction, and calculated the phase difference between
the two regions of the sample on either side of the step. This was done by picking two
points located symmetrically with respect to the edge and subtracting their measured
phases. Fig. 3-4(d) is a plot of the computed phase difference along a horizontal
direction; the spurious peaks seen in this figure (and ignored in the calculation of the
average phase difference) occur at the boundaries between adjacent fringes. The average
value of the measured phase shift is -1S8.7S^ with a standard deviation of 4.18°. The
uncertainty in this measured value is partially due to the fact that we did not process the
raw data to reduce the measurement noise seen in Fig. 3-4(c), and also because we did
not attempt to subtract any tilt other than that in the x direction. The average step-height
estimated firom the measured phase shift is 4SS.9nm, which is quite close to the nominal
value of 460.6nm. This measurement establishes the accuracy of the adopted method.
When estimating the step height fi»m

the measured phase difference, one should

consider the integer multiples of 2it as well. However, for the measurement here, we
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ignored this integer phase because we knew the actual phase value for the step should be
less than In, For phase-change media, the multiples of 2n are meaningless, and one
would only be interested in the modula-2ff value of the relative optical phase between
the amorphous and crystalline regions.

The above method is subsequently used to measure the relative optical phase of PC
media. Fig. 3-S shows the structure of two different quadrilayer stacks used in this work.

bicident Beam
(X=632.8 nm)
Sample 1

Sample 2

Substrate

1.2 mm

1.2 mm

Dielectric
PC
Dielectric

77 nm
25 nm
25 nm

80 nm
25 nm
65 nm

Aluminum

100 nm

100 nm

Figure 3-5. Structural parameters for two quadrilayer PC stacks used in the
experiments. The substrate is polycarbonate with refiactive index n - 1.S8. The
dielectric layers are ZnS-SiOz mixtures with refiactive index of 2.1. The reflector
layer is Al-Cr with complex refractive index (n, A) = (1.8,6). The phase-change film
(GeSbTe) has comploc indices (42,1.9) in the amorphous state and (4.6,4.2) in the
crystalline state.
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Figure 3-6. Measured results for PC sample 1. (a) Conventional coherent image of the
sample, obtained by blocking the reference beam, (b) hiterferogram in the image plane
of the system, showing fringe displacements between the amorphous Oower halQ and
crystalline (upper halQ regions of the sample, (c) Plot of phase distribution obtained
using five-step phase-shifting interferometry. (d) Computed phase difference between
the two regions of the sample along a particular pair of horizontal lines. (The y-axis
shows the relative phase an^e in degrees).
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The samples were made by the sputtering method, and the layer thicknesses were
controlled by the calibration of the deposition time for each layer. Typical uncertainties
in these thicknesses are less than 5% of the nominal value. The samples are highly
uniform over their entire 12 x 18 mm^ area because they were made from a large
sputtering target. The sputtering chamber was the same one used for fabricating 12cm
diameter disks, which also require a high degree of uniformity over the entire disk area.
The two samples used in our experiment have
similar structures with the same materials in the corresponding layers, but the layer
thicknesses are different for the two stacks. The measurement results for Sample 1 are
shown in Fig. 6. There is a large reflectivity difference between the amorphous (lower
half)
and crystalline (upper half) regions of this sample, which can be readily observed in the
normal coherent image of the sample shown in Fig. 3-6(a). The interferogram in the
image plane is shown in Fig. 3-6(b), and the measured phase image appears in Fig. 36(c); the estimated phase-shift between amorphous and crystalline regions along a
horizontal direction is plotted in Fig. 3-6(d). As before, the peaks in Fig. 3-6(d) are due
to the discrete jumps at the boundary between adjacent fringes

and are ignored in

subsequent calculation. The measured average phase difference between the amorphous
and crystalline regions is 39.2°, which is very close to the calculated value of 40.8"
based on the known refiractive indices of the sample. Some of the difference between the
measured and calculated values may be due to the fact that the optical constants were
measured at X = 650 nm, whereas our measurements were performed at A, =" 632.8nm.
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The values of the optical constants used in the calculations have been detennined at X
6S0nni using standard method of ellipsometry. In any event, it is difBcult to estimate
the accuracy of the nominal values of the complex refractive indices.

Fig. 3-7 shows the measurement results for the phase-change sample 2. From the
conventional image of the sample in Fig. 3-7(a) we see that there is not much difference
in reflectivity between the amorphous (lower half) and crystalline (upper half) regions.
But from the interferogram of Fig. 3-7(b) we find the optical properties of these two
areas to be different. The measured phase image is shown in Fig. 3-7(c), and the phase
difference on reflection between amorphous and crystalline regions is plotted in Fig. 37(d). The measured value of

= 34.5^ again agrees quite reasonably with the calculated

value of 37** based on the known indices of the materials.

Compared to the measurement of the VLSI standard, the measurement uncertainties for
PC samples are large. In addition to the fact that we did not process the raw data to
reduce measurement noise and did not subtract the tilt other than that in the x direction,
the non-uniformity of the crystalline area of the sample is believed to be a major reason
for the observed fluctuations in Fig. 3-6(d) and Fig.3-7(d). We crystallized the samples
by focusing a laser beam on the PC layer and scanning over a large area of the samples,
so the degree of crystallinity may vary across of the sample's surface, and the measured
phase shift will fluctuate depending on the local degree of crystallinity.
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Figure 3-7. Same as Fig. 3-6 for PC sample 2.
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3.5 Concluding remarks
We have described a simple method of measuring the optical phase difference of
reflected light firom amorphous and crystalline regions of a PC sample. This method is
based on a variant of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, and uses the five-step

phase

shifting technique. We have estimated the accuracy of the method by measuring a VLSI
height standard for step height calibration. We have then shown the application of the
method to two different quadrilayer PC samples. These measurements agree quite well
with the calculated values of phase based on the known physical parameters of the
samples.
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CHAPTER 4
INTENSITY, POLARIZATION AND PHASE
INFORMATION IN OPTICAL DISK SYSTEM

4.1. Introduction
The recorded information in optical storage systems can be transferred to the readout
laser beam as a signal that modulates one of the three physical properties of the beam:
intensity, polarization, and phase. The widely used methods of optical disk readout use all
three fomis of modulation in one way or another. The pits of a CD- or DVD-ROM
modulate the phase of the focused beam in the immediate vicinity of the disk surface, but,
by the time the beam returns to the exit pupil of the objective, this phase modulation is
converted to intensity modulation through the "blocking action" of the lens. (The finite
aperture of the objective blocks some of the diffracted rays firom returning through the
lens to the detection module.) The pits of CD and DVD are typically a quarter of a
wavelength deep, allowing destructive interference to create a minimum in the reflected
optical power. Phase-change O^einleib, 1971) optical disks create a similar read signal by
providing a different reflectivity for a recorded mark compared to that of the undisturbed
areas of the disk (the latter regions typically being referred to as "space")-

The other common information carrier that is currently being used in magneto-optical
(MO) data storage systems is the rotation of the polarization vector caused by the polar
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magneto-optical ^0) Kenr effect at the surface of the storage medium (Sprokel, 1984).
In MO disks, "up" and "down" states of magnetization (encoding mark and space), rotate
the polarization vector in different directions to provide a readout signal.

To our knowledge, a notable source of information, namely, the phase modulation of the
reflected light emerging from the exit pupil of the objective lens, has not been exploited
to date in optical data storage systems. Figure 4-1 shows simulated phase patterns at the
exit pupil of the objective lens for a laser beam that has been focused on a pit similar to
those found on the surface of a G>-ROM. As the focused laser spot scans across a mark
on the disk surface, the changing optical phase at the exit pupil creates an informationcarrying signal that could form the basis of a new readout mecham'sm. Since this type of
phase modulation is already present in the beam returning from the disk, and since it
contains more or less the same type of information as being carried by the intensity and
polarization state of the beam, the recovered phase information may be used to enhance
the overall readout signal and boost the corresponding signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

hi the following sections we will explore the aforementioned readout mechanisms
(namely, intensity, polarization, and phase modulation of the laser beam) in conjunction
with various storage media operating in differing circumstances.
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Figure 4-1. Simulatioii results pertaining to the exit pupil phase pattern when the
laser beam is focused at three different positions on a CD-ROM pit Each phase
distribution is plotted in gray-scale, with black representing the minimum and white
the maximum value. In (a) and (c), where the focused spot is on a pit edge, (I>niin =S8.21^ Onax --*^7.29°. hi (b), ^ere the focused spot is at the pit center, Omm = 0°,
<I>™x=+102.43".
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4.2. Simulation of phase information
As mentioned earlier, during an optical disk readout the phase pattem at the exit pupil of
the objective changes continuously as the laser spot scans across a data mark. Figure 4-2
shows the data pits used in one of our simulations. These pits have length = 1.6 |im,
width=0.52 ^m, and depth ='X/4, where X=6S0nm is the laser wavelength; the
assumed track-pitch is 1.6 ^m. We focused a collimated laser beam onto this pattem
using a 0.6NA objective (focal length = 3.25 mm). Figure 4-3 shows the computed
distributions of intensity

column) and phase (right column) at the objective's exit

pupil, when the focused spot moves along a given track. Since the pattem on the disk is a
periodic array of data pits, the so-called "baseball pattem" appearing at the exit pupil is
somewhat more complicated than that in Fig. 4-1, which corresponded to a single pit.
Figures 4-3(a, b) are the intensity and phase components of the baseball pattem when the
laser spot is on the leading edge of a pit. In Figs. 4-3(c, d) the focused spot is centered on
the space between two adjacent pits. Finally in Figs.4-3(e, Q the focused spot is on the
trailing edge of a pit. It is readily observed that both intensity and phase distributions at
the exit pupil contain information about the pits, hitegrating the intensity and/or phase
distributions at the exit pupil simplifies the problem somewhat by allowing us to work
with their average values. The average intensity is what is typically used as the readout
signal in current data storage systems (CD, DVD, WORM, phase-change). However, the
average phase of the reflected beam appearing at the exit pupil of the objective lens is
generally discarded.
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Figure 4-2. Regular array of CD pits used in computer simulations. The pits have
length = 1.6 ^m, width 0.S2 ^m, and depth = Xy4; the track-pitch (i.e., distance
between adjacent tracks, which in this example run along 45** diagonal lines) is
1.6 ^m.

Figure 4-4 shows computed plots of (a) average intensity and (b) average phase (averaged
over the exit pupil), both as functions of the scanning distance along the track (see Fig. 42 for a picture of the disk surface). The assumed depth of the pits is a parameter of these
simulations, hi Fig. 44(a) the average intensity signal is seen to be a maximum for a pitdepth of X/4, which is why the pit depth of commercial G3 and DVD is set to ~X/4. The
intensity signal is small for a pit-depth of X/2 (due to constructive interference). The
plots of average phase signal in Fig. 4-4(b) show similar trends, such as the maximum
and minimum signals at X/4 and Xy2, respectively. Note in Fig. 4-4(b) that the sign of the
calculated phase reverses as the pit depth crosses X/4; this is because we have defined the
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Figure 4-3. Distributions of intensity (left column) and phase (right column) at the exit
pupil of the 0.6NA objective lens. The objective focuses a collunated laser beam on the
disk surface shown in Fig. 4-2. The tluree rows in this figure correspond to three
different locations of the focused spot relative to a pit
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Figure 4-4. Computed plots of (a) average intensity and (b) average phase at the exit
pupil of the objective, when the focused spot scans along one of the tracks depicted
in Fig. 4-2. The averaging of intensity and phase is done by integration over the exit
pupil at a fixed position of thedisk.
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range of the phase angle to be [-n, tc]. It is noteworthy that, while the intensity signal is
barely capable of distinguishing a pit depth of '^X-5 firom a pit depth of '/^X+S (for an
arbitrary value of 8), the phase signal can clearly tell these pit depths apart.

The above simulations confirm that the phase distribution at the objective's exit pupil
contains information about the stored data on the disk. Compared with the intensity
signal, the phase signal is periiaps difGcult to measure but, in principle at least, this
information can be used to enhance the readout SNR.

4.3. Experimental method
A comparison of the acquired signals from various information-carrying mecham'sms can
be obtained using a scanning optical microscope. Figure 4-5 is a diagram of a simple laser
scaiming microscope, which can be modified for different applications. The intensity
modulation of the reflected beam provides the simplest readout mechanism; in this case
the WoUaston prism is not essential, and either of the two beams emerging from

the

WoUaston can be monitored to provide the data signal.

Polarization signal measurements requite the WoUaston prism to be oriented at 45°
relative to the direction of incident polarization. For X-polarized light entering the
system, a polarization rotation at the disk surface produces a small Y-polarized
component. The WoUaston spUts the reflected beam into two emergent beams which
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Figure 4-5. Simplified diagram of a scanning optical microscope. The filtered and
coUimated laser beam is focused onto the disk through an objective lens. The
reflected beam is separated firom the incident beam at the beam-splitter, then focused
onto the detector(s) by the same (or another) lens. The WoUaston prism is needed for
polarization signal measurements.
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yield, at the photodetectors, Si=\rx + r/N2 and S2 = kx - ryp/V2, where r,, ry are the
complex amplitudes of the X- and Y-polarized components of the reflected light,
respectively. Subtracting these detector signals gives the differential polarization signal
M=5i -S2 = 2 \rJi \ry\ cos(^ - ^).

Perhaps the easiest way to measure the phase distribution at the exit pupil of the objective
is by means of phase-shifting interferometry. Since the test and reference wave&onts
might drift in time, it is desirable to acquire all the phase-shifted interferograms
simultaneously, that is, there should be no time lag between the various phase-shifted
measurements. A suitable scheme for our application employs two polarizing beam
splitters (e.g., Wollaston prisms) to produce simultaneously the desired phase-shifted
interferograms (Greivenkamp, 1992; Hariharan, 1992). Figure 4-6 is the diagram of the
modified scanning optical microscope used in our experiments to acquire the average
phase of the reflected beam as it appears at the exit pupil of the objective. (Measuring the
phase of the individual pixels within the exit pupil is possible but time consuming. By
focusing the light emerging from the exit pupil onto the photodetectors and, therefore,
measuring the integrated interferograms, we obtain an approximation to the average phase
of the beam at the exit pupil.)

In the system of Fig. 4-6 the laser beam is split, via a polarizing beam-splitter (PBS),
between two beams of differing linear polarizations (p and s). Both of these beams go
through quarter-wave plates and become circularly polarized. One of the beams (the test
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Disk
Figure 4-6. Experimental setup for measuring the phase distribution appearing at the
objective's exit pupil. The coUimated laser beam is separated into two components
with different polarization states
and s). The s-component is reflected at the
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) to the reference mirror; the p-component is
transmitted and focused onto the disk through the objective lens. The X/4 plates in
the test and reference arms are needed to rotate (tlunugh 90°) the polarization
vectors of the returning beams. A regular beam-splitter (BS) create two beams in the
return path; the beam is further split by the two WoUaston prisms among four
detectors. The beam transmitted by the BS goes through a quarter-wave plate whose
fast and slow axes are aligned with the polarization dictions of the test and
reference beams; this produces a 90° phase shift between the test and reference
beams in the horizontal aim of the detection module. The relative phase of the test
and reference beams arriving at detectors 1,2,3, and 4 are, therefore, 0°, 90°, 180°,
and 270°, respectively.
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beam) is then focused on the disk, while the other (the reference beam) is reflected firom a
flat mirror. The returning beams are combined at the PBS, then sent to the detection
module where they are split SO/SO by a regular beam-splitter (BS) between the two arms
of the module. Before entering either of the WoUaston prisms, both the test beam and the
reference beam are linearly polarized at 45° to the Wollaston's axes. The phase difference
between the test beam and the reference beam emerging from either WoUaston prism is
thus 180^ Therefore, detectors 1 and 3 in the vertical arm of the module receive
"test + reference" and "test-reference" (amplitude) signals, respectively. In the
horizontal

arm

of

the

system,

however,

detectors

2

and

4

receive

"test + reference x exp(i7i/2)" and "test - reference * exp(i7i/2)" (amplitude) signals; this is
because of the action of the quarter-wave plate preceding the WoUaston prism in this
channel, which phase shifts the reference beam by 90** relative to the test beam. The four
detector signals Si, Sz, S3, S4 thus constitute the 0°, 90**, 180°, 270° phase-shifted
interferograms, fiom which the average phase of the test wave&ont (i.e., averaged over
the exit pupil of the objective) can be calculated as foUows:
A<D = tan-te-S2)/(5i-S3)l

(4-1)

our experiments, several disks were used to demonstrate the practicality of using the
three information-carrying mechanisms described above, hitensity measurements were
taken on a commercial DVD-ROM disk and a PD phase-change disk (Yamada, 1991;
Tmanaka, 1996; Kojima, 1998). Polarization measurements were taken on both a
commercial 4x Magneto-Optical disk (Hashimoto, 1987,Kaneko, 1993; McDaniel, 1997)
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and a CD-ROM. Phase measurements were taken on both CD-ROM and DVD-ROM
disks, as well as on a flat (i.e., ungrooved) phase-change sample. Table 4-1 lists the
relevant information for each type of disk used. Measurements were taken at three
different wavelengths (>, = 488 nm, 633 mn, and 690 nm) using either 0.6NA or 0.8NA
objectives to obtain images of differing resolutions. Directions of incident linear
polarization both parallel (X) and perpendicular (Y) to the tracks were also examined.

Table 4-1. Specifications of various optical disks used for the reported measurements
in this chapter.

Measurement
Type

Optical
Disk

Substrate
Thickness

Track
Pitch

Minimum
Mark Size

Litensity/Phase
btensity
Polarization
Phase/Polarization

DVD-ROM
PD disk
4XM0
CD-ROM

0.6 mm
1.2 mm
1.2 mm
1.2 mm

0.74 ^m
1.2 um
1.2^
1.6 iim

0.4 |im

0.834 um

4.4. Results
4.4.1 fiitensity Signal
Intensity measurements were done on a DVD-ROM having a track-pitch of 0.74 ^m.
Figure 7 shows scanned images of a small section of the disk obtained at X=488 nm with
incident linear polarization parallel to the tracks. In Fig. 7(a) an objective with NA=0.8
was used, while in Fig. 7(b) the image of a similar region was obtained using a 0.6NA
objective. The pattem of pits on the disk surface is clearly observed in each case, with
some blurring in the 0.6NA case as expected fiom Rayleigh's resolution criterion:
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(4-2)
Here (M)„{n is the minimum resolvable separation between adjacent features.

Figures 4-8(a, b) show similar images of a DVD-ROM disk, obtained at the longer
wavelength of X = 690 nm. In this case there is a dramatic difference between the two
images, since the resolution of the system is now on the order of one track period (0.74
^m). In the case of the 0.6NA lens shown in Fig.4-8(b), the resultant image has
considerable cross talk &om adjacent tracks as well as intersymbol interference (ISI) &om
neighboring marks, bnages taken with incident polarization direction perpendicular to the
tracks in each of the above cases did not differ much &om those shown in Figs. 4-7 and 48.

A phase-change disk was also scanned and its intensity image was obtained. Figure 4-9
shows the scanned image of several recorded tracks obtained at X. = 488 nm, NA = 0.8,
and with incident polarization parallel to the tracks. The disk in this example is grooved,
having a track-pitch of 1.2 pm. (The track-pitch appears to be larger at the top of the
image because a small amount of nonlinearity was present in our piezoelectric actuator
used for the vertical movement of the sample stage.) The recorded marics on this phasechange disk, which represent the amorphous state of the material, have a different
reflectivity than the crystalline material in the background, and give the same appearance
as the pits on a DVD. The large spacing between neighboring tracks and adjacent madcs
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Figure 4-7. Intensity images of a 10 x 10 ^m^ section of a DVD-ROM, taken at X.
488 nm with linear polarization direction parallel to the tracks, (a) MA=0.8, (b)
NA = 0.6. The lower-resolution of the latter lens produces blurred marics.
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Figure 4-8. Intensity images of a 10 x 10 |im^ section of a DVD-ROM, taken at k
= 690 nm. (a) NA=0.8, (b) NA=0.6. Compared to Fig. 4-7, the longer wavelength
laser produces images wiUi low resolution.
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Figure 4-9. Intensity image of a 10 x 10
section finm a phase-change disk, taken
at X=488 nm and NA=0.8, with the direction of linear polarization parallel to the
tracks. The dark marics correspond to amorphous regions on a bright (crystalline)
background.
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in this disk alleviates our concerns about the resolving of these features at lower NA and
longer wavelengths.

4.4.2 Polarization Signal
The polarization signal was used to image a 4^ MO disk having a track pitch of 1.2 ^m.
Several tracks were written with repeated marics of varying periods (A = 0.774 ^m to
3.864 ^m) to enable us to examine the resolution of various objectives. The duty cycle of
recorded patterns varies for each track and decreases from 50% for shorter periods. Figure
4-10 shows two polarization images scanned under a 0.8NA objective,

Fig. 4-10(a) X =

488 nm, while in Fig. 4-l0(b) \=690 nm. In both cases, the incident polarization was
parallel to the tracks, b Fig. 4-10 the corresponding tracks are numbered in each figure,
and the period of the recorded mark pattem is indicated in each case.

The lowest resolution appears in Track 7 where the spacing between adjacent marks is
less than 0.5 ^m. Marks in the 488 nm image have sharper boundaries than the
corresponding marks in the 690 nm image, simply because of improved resolution. Note
that the marics are generally similar to those of the phase-change disk depicted in Fig. 4-9
(best observed in Tracks 10 and 11). When corresponding images were taken with
incident polarization perpendicular to the tracks, the signal contrast was reduced to the
point that individual marics were barely visible. This contrast reduction must be due to the
groove structure of the disk, as no such effects were observed on flat (i.e.,ungrooved)
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Track 5: A=1.233 nm
Track 6: A=1.104|im
Track 7: A=0.966 nm
Track 8: A=0.866 nm
Track 9: A=0.774 urn
Track 10: A=3.864
Track 11: A=2.576 ^un

Track 3: A=1.957 urn
Track 4: A=1.546 jim
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Figure 4-10. Polarization images of several periodic marie sequences recorded on a
magneto-optical (MO) disk. The marie sequences range in period fix)m 3.864 |im to
0.774 ^m, as indicated. Lnages were taken with a 0.8NA objective at (a) X = 488
mn, (b) X.=690 mn. Sharper marie boundaries are observed in the 488 mn image.
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samples. Apparently the groove walls cause a large scattering and/or polarization rotation
when the incident polarization is perpendicular to the tracks, so much so that less light
can be recovered fiom the magnetic domain structure.

The MO disk is not the only type of disk that can be imaged using the polarization signal.
Figure 4-11 shows the scanned image &om a small section of a CD using (a) intensity
signal, Si + S2, (b) differential polarization signal. Si - S2, and (c) normalized differential
signal,(S[ - S2)/{ Si + S2). When the focused spot is reflected &om the edge of a pit on the
CD surface, the reflection coefiBcients for polarization vectors parallel and perpendicular
to the pit edge are difTerent, causing an apparent rotation of the reflected polarization
vector. Although, to our knowledge, this method of readout has never been tried in a
commercial read-only optical memory system, it is worth further exploration because of
the potential enhancement in signal-to-noise ratio that it affords. (Because they cancel the
common-mode noise, differential schemes are potentially superior to single-ended
detection methods.) Also, in principle, the same polarization signal can be used for
readout of phase-change (PC) media. However, our attempts at detecting this signal for
several PC samples have not been successful so far. The reason could be that the
available quadrilayer stack structures may not be properly designed to yield a reasonable
polarization rotation; it is conceivable that a quadrilayer design that exhibits a large phase
difference in its Fresnel reflection coefiBcients between amorphous and crystalline states
of the PC flhn, would provide an adequate polarization rotation at the mark edge for
differential polarization readout
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Figure 4-11. (a) btensity and (b, c)
polarization images of a small
section firom a CD-ROM. The
polarization rotation at the disk
surface is caused by a slight
difference in the reflectivities of pand s-polarized light firom the pit
boundaries. In (a) the signals finm
the two detectors (see Fig. 4-5)
were added together; in (b) the two
detector signals were simply
subtracted fix)m each other; in (c)
the
differential
signal
was
normalized by the sum signal.
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4.4.3 Phase Signal
The information contained in the average optical phase at the exit pupil of the objective
lens is the final type of signal to be used in this chapter for imaging a disk. As an example
of the phase-shifting interferometric method described in Section 3, we show in Fig. 412(a) the scanned intensity image and in Figs. 4-12(b, c) the scanned phase image of a
small section of a metallized diffraction grating. These images were obtained at
X,=633nm with a 0.6NA objective lens. (Unless specified otherwise, the same
measurement conditions apply throughout this subsection for scanning microscopy of
various samples using the phase signal.) The grating whose intensity and phase images
are shown in Fig. 4-12 is a phase grating with a period of 100 ^m; the period is almost
equally split between the land and the groove. The scanning intensity image in Fig. 412(a) covers a small section fit)m one O'agged) groove edge, but it is impossible to say
firom this image alone if this is a step-like edge or a very narrow groove (i.e., a notch).
However, finm Fig. 4-12(b), the scanning phase image of the same region of the sample,
the step-like structure of the groove-edge is readily identifiable. Figure 4-l2(c), a 3D plot
of the same data as displayed in gray-scale in Fig. 4-12(b), appears more informative and
less noisy to the human eye. Figure 4-13 shows the intermediate interferograms obtained
fiom detectors 1,2,3,4 in the system of Fig. 4-6 (corresponding to relative phase shifts
of 0°, 90", 180**, and IW between the test and reference beams), in the experiment that
yielded the final images in Fig. 4-12. From these interferograms the groove edge and its
step-like structure are readily discerned. This example confirms that the four-detector
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Figure 4-12. Scanned images of a small section firom a metallized difGraction grating
Q)eriod = 100 ^m). (a) btensity^ image, (b) phase image shown in gray-scale, (c)
phase image shown as a 3D plot
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Figure 4-13. Four interferograms with a relative phase shift of 0", 90°, 180°, 270°,
recorded fiom detectors 1, 2, 3, 4 shown in Fig. 4-6. It is finm these intermediate
images that the phase image in Figs. 4-I2(b, c) is obtained.
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measurement system of Fig. 4-6 is citable of extracting the phase information fix)m the
reflected complex-amplitude distribution appearing at the objective's exit pupil.

The images in Fig. 4-14 are the four phase-shifted interferograms (0°, 90°, 180^ 270°)
obtained from a small section of a Q)-ROM. The resulting scanned images of the disk
based on this phase information are shown in Fig. 4-lS, both in gray-scale (top) and as a
3D plot (bottom). The G) pits are clearly visible in these pictures.

Another set of measurement results on a GD-ROM is shown in Figs. 4-16 and 4-17; here
the disk was slightly tilted relative to the objective's focal plane, causing it to drift away
under the focused spot as the disk surface was being scanned. M the four interferograms
of Fig. 4-16 and especially in the phase image of Fig. 4-17, the effect of this linear phase
(i.e., tilt of the disk surface) as picked up by the phase-sensitive measurement is quite
clear. This example highlights the sensitivity of our scanning phase measurement
technique to variations in focus.

Figure 4-18 shows the various scanned images of a DVD-ROM surface, obtained at
NA = 0.8, X = 633 nm. Figure 14-8(a), the intensity image, is taken simultaneously with
the phase image shown in Figs. 4-18(b, c) in gray-scale and as a 3D plot, respectively. A
couple of the smaller pits are either missing from the phase image or are not very clear.
This may represent a limitation of the phase scanning method, namely, that small pits do
not produce a measurable phase modulation at the exit pupil. Alternatively, our failure to
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Figure 4-14. Same as Fig. 4-13, but the sample in this case is a CD-ROM disk.
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Figure 4-15. Phase images obtained fiom a small section of a Q)-ROM. The
intermediate images (i.e., phase-shifted interferograms) corresponding to this image
are shown in Fig. 4-14.

Figure 4-16. Same as Fig. 4-14, but the disk in this case is slightly tilted away from
the focal plane of the objective.
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Figure 4-17. Same as Fig. 4-15, but the disk in this case is slightly tilted away torn
the focal plane of the objective.

Figure 4-18. Phase images obtained from a small section of a DVD-ROM at
X=633 nm, NA=0.8.
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image some of the smaller pits on a DVD-ROM may be due to the limited
sensitivity/accuracy of our phase-shifting measurement system. Either way, the subject
needs further exploration, in conjunction with full-vector diffraction calculations that
could account for the effects of diffraction from the pit boundaries.

As a final example, we consider the phase signal measurement on a phase-change
quadrilayer sample. Using a X=680 nm laser, we first recorded on a virgin amorphous
coupon several parallel crystalline lines; a photograph of these recorded lines (taken in a
conventional white light microscope) is shown in Fig. 4-19. The bright crystalline lines
are -10 |im wide, and the amorphous bands that separate the crystalline stripes are also a
few microns in diameter. Figure 4-20 presents the various scanning images of a small
region of this sample, which covers a short segment of one amorphous line, flanked by
crystalline lines on either side (X = 633 nm, NA = 0.6). The intensity image in Fig. 420(a) shows a good contrast between amorphous (daric) and crystalline (bright) regions of
the sample, but the phase image in Fig. 4-20(b) has poor contrast. This indicates that the
optical phase difference between Ftesnel's reflection coefficients fix)m amorphous and
crystalline regions of this sample is fairly small. This small phase difference is better seen
in the one-dimensional plot of Fig. 4-20(c), obtained by averaging ten horizontal lines
from the phase image of Fig. 4-20(b). The slope of the curve in Fig. 4-20(c) is due to the
slight tilt of the sample away fit)m the focal plane of the objective, as discussed earlier in
conjunction with Figure 4-17. The dip of the phase plot in the amorphous region

0

150

Figure 4-19. Conventional image (obtained with a white-light microscope) of a
phase-change sample on which several parallel lines were recorded. The bright lines
are crystalline on a dark amorphous background.
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Figure 4-20. Scanned images of a small section fiom the PC sample shown in Fig. 419. (a) Litensity image, (b) phase image in gray-scale, (c) cross-sectional plot of the
phase image ^own in (b), obtained by averaging ten lines along the horizontal
direction.
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corresponds to ~10'* of optical phase difference between the amorphous and crystalline
reflectivities of the sample.

4.5. Concluding Remarks
Intensity, polarization, and phase signals present at the exit pupil of the objective lens
were shown to carry information about the pattern of marics recorded on an optical disk.
The readout systems in use today effectively discard the phase information by using a
photodetector to measure the intensity signal only. Extraction of data from the available
phase information was shown to be feasible through the use of interferometric techniques.
This phase information, when properly combined with other sources of information
concerning the pattern of data on the disk (i.e., intensity and polarization) can strengthen
the readout signal, and should result in an enhanced SNR in readout.

hi an optical disk drive, where the objective continually moves to follow the vertical
movements of the disk surface, one cannot obtain a reference beam (for interferometry)
from a stationary reference mirror. However, it might be possible to produce a reference
beam by reflecting a fraction of the read beam in the incidence path from a reflecting
annulus placed on the rim of the objective lens itself.
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Compared with intensity and polarization measurements, phase information is more
difficult to obtain in practice, because interferometric systems are more complicated, and
also because of the errors introduced through factors such as residual phase shifts in
various components (e.g., beam-splitters, wave-plates), nonlinearity of detectors,
scattering and depolarization of the beam at various surfaces and interfaces, etc. It should
be clear finm the measurement results reported in this paper that considerably more noise
accompanies the phase signal than does the intensity or polarization signals. We believe
that in our experiments the measurement environment (e.g., acoustic vibrations)
contributed substantially to the noise, since the phase is highly sensitive to slight
variations in the optical path length.
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CHAPTERS

POLARIZATION DEPENDENCE OF READOUT SIGNALS FROM
PERIODIC ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS OF MAGNETIC
DOMAINS IN MAGNETO-OPTICAL MEDU AND CRYSTALLINEAMORPHOUS LINE PAIRS IN PHASE-CHANGE MEDU OF
OPTICAL RECORDING

5.1 Introduction
Magneto-optical (MO) readout of recorded information relies on the polarization state of
the light reflected fix>m the storage medium. A differential detection scheme is generally
used for readout because of its sensitivity to small changes of the polarization state.

In modeling the read process, the scalar theory of diffraction has been widely used to
study the performance of optical disk systems (Hopkins, 1979). However, when the
numerical aperture (NA) of the objective lens is large and/or the magnetic domains are
small (compared to the wavelength X of the light), one must resort to vector diffraction
calculations. Several authors have discussed the use of vector diffraction theory for
optical disk systems (Pasman, 1985; Sheng, 1978; Ooki, 1991). One purpose of the
present chapter is to compare the theoretical results obtained by scalar and vector
diffraction calculations with experimental data obtained in a simple situation, namely,
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the readout of periodic one-dimensional arrays. Another purpose of this ch^ter is to
study the polarization dependence of optical readout signals. This topic, particularly in
MO systems, has been studied extensively with regard to the polarization dependence of
signals generated fiom

continuous grooves and embossed pits (Engstrom, 1989;

Kobayashi, 1993). Here we will show the polarization dependence of the readout signal
solely &om the magnetic domain. The calculation begins with decomposing the focused
beam into its plane-wave constituents. Each plane-wave interacts independently with the
medium, which is a multilayer MO stack on a flat substrate inscribed with a periodic
array of long magnetic domains. The various dif&acted orders for each incident planewave are then calculated using a rigorous solution to the Maxwell equations (Li, 1997,
1997). Finally, the reflected plane-waves are superimposed to form the reflected cone of
light, which returns through the objective lens and eventually arrives at the differential
detector. These calculations can be performed for different array periodicities, as well as
for different wavelengths, numerical s^ertures, and states of polarization of the incident
beam. Section 2 will discuss the simulation results as well as the corresponding
experimental data.

We also studied the polarization dependence of the reflected signal from an amorphous
phase- change (PC) medium inscribed with parallel crystalline lines. The computer
simulation results and the experimental data of this study are presented in Section S.3.
The calculations reported here were carried out using the computer programs DELTA
and DIFFRACT (Mansuripur, 1986, 1990,1993). Li scalar diffraction calculations the
interaction of focused beam with the periodic structure is treated as a scalar
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phase/amplitude object, while focusing by the objective lens is handled by vector
dif&action theory. In our scalar calculations, it takes about 20 minutes to scan one
period of the parallel array (magnetic or crystalline - amorphous line pair) using a
Pentium n 266MHz computer, the same simulation takes about 4 hours when using the
vector diffraction method.

5.2 Kerr magneto-optical signal from periodic one-dimensional array of magnetic
domains
S.2.1 Readout system and magneto-optical sample
A diagram of the readout system used in our simulations and experiments is shown in
Fig. 5-1. The incident laser beam of wavelength k is uniform and collimated, and the
focusing lens is one of several available microscope objectives with numerical apertures
NA = 0.8, 0.6, and 0.4. The incident beam is linearly polarized, with its electric field
either parallel (£||) or perpendicular (£D to the magnetic lines written on the sample. The
light reflected fix)m the sample (and collected by the objective lens) is directed toward a
differential detection module, which consists of a Wollaston prism followed by a split
detector. From the detector signals Si and Si the difference and sum signals are
computed, yielding the final output (5i -SzYiSi + 1S2).

To avoid any complications arising firom the interaction between the grooves on a
conunercial disk substrate and the magnetic domains within the MO layer, we used the
flat (i.e., ungrooved) MO multilayer sample depicted in Fig. 5-2. The various parameters
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Laser
Focusing
fCn^.

Beam
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WoUaston
Objective
Lens

Differential
Detector module

MO
Disk

Figure 5-1. Diagram of the basic readout system; the differential detector module
consisting of a WoUaston prism and two identical photo-detectors can rotate around
the optical axis for purpose of alignment and balancing of the two detectors.
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of the layers used in our calculations are shown in the figure. Several straight, parallel
magnetic domains were recorded on the sample using a focused laser beam. (Note: The
diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor of the magnetic layers are e
and 8, respectively. For a uniformly magnetized film under normally-incident plane
wave the effective refiractive index of the medium is (e + i z )'^ in response to rightcircularly-polarized light and {z-iz )'^ in response to left-circularly-polarized light.
These refiractive indices are switched when

the direction of magnetization of the

medium is reversed, hi our calculations the incident beam is not necessarily at normalincidence, nor is the state of polarization circular.

Moreover, the magnetic medium is not uniformly magnetized, as there is a periodic
variation of the direction of magnetization. As a result of these complicating factors, it
has been ecessary to solve the Maxwell equations exactly, using the dielectric tensor

for regions where the magnetization is "up", and
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Dielectric (n = 2.2, t = 15 nm)
LLkk

MO Layer
Dielectric {n = 2.2, ^ = 30 nm)
Aluminum (« = 1.9,i = 6.2,^ = 40nm)
Substrate (« = 1.58)

MO layer:
f = 26 nm, 8 = -8.03 + i 28,
8'= 0.63 -/0.18

Figure 5-2. Structural and optical parameters of the quadrilayer MO stack used in
our simulations. The substrate is polycarbonate with refractive index n=l.S8. The
dielectric layers are SiN with a refractive index of 2.2. The reflector layer is Al-Cr
with complex refractive index (n, k)=(l-9, 6.2). The diagonal and off-diagonal
elements of the dielectric tensor of the MO layer (an amorphous TbFeCo
ferrimagnetic alloy) are e = -8.03 + i28 and e' - 0.63 - i0.l8. The arrows within the
MO layer indicate iht direction of magnetization in the recorded stripes.
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where the magnetizatioii is "down". The electric and magnetic field distributions have
been calculated within each and every layer of the stack, and the tangential components
of these fields have been matched at the boundary between adjacent layers.)

S.2.2 Results and discussion
The computed differential MO signals in Fig. S-3 correspond to the case of
X = 0.6328 |im, NA = 0.8. Figure 5-3(a) shows the signals when the period p of the
magnetic array is 1.6 fmi. In this case, where the domain width (0.8 ^m) is larger than
the wavelength, no significant differences exist between the results of scalar and vector
calculations. The scalar signals obtained with E\\ and £i are essentially the same, but the
vector signal for £|| is slightly greater than that for £i. Figure S-3(b) shows computed
plots of the differential signals in the case of p = 0.8 ^m. The difference between the
scalar and vector calculations is still small, but we note that the vector signals of £|| and
El. are ahnost the same, while the scalar signal of £|| is larger than that of £i. This latter
result is due to the elliptical shape of the focused spot, which has its long axis along the
direction of incident polarization, leading to better resolution of the magnetic lines when
the scanning occurs along the short axis of the ellipse. When the period of the pattern is
close to the resolution limit of the readout system (;7cutofr'= 0.SX/NA=0.40^m),
significant differences between the scalar and vector calculations are observed. Figure S3(c) shows the results of our calculations in the case of p=O.S ^m. The vector signals
ate now substantially different finm those predicted by the scalar model. It is also
noteworthy that £1in the vector case produces the larger signal, and there is about 30%
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Figure 5-3. Computed differential signals obtained when scanning a onedimensional periodic array of magnetic domains, hi this simulation A.=0.633 ^m
and NA=0.8, leading to a resolution limit of 0.40 ^m for the readout system, (a),
(b) and (c) are the signals for the cases of p='1.6^m,0.8 ^m, and 0.5 ^m,
respectively. In (a) the signals for Ei (vector and scalar) overlap, bi (b) the vector
sig^s for E|| and Ex are nearly the same. [Scalar: Eg (heavy solid), Ei Qieavy dash).
Vector E|| (light solid), Ei(light dash).]
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difference between the signals for E\\ and £1.

Figure S-4 shows the calculation results when NA=0.6 (pcuiofr= 0.SX/NA=0.53 ^m).
From Figures S-4(a) - (c), corresponding to p = 2.4|im, p = l.O|am and /)=0.6^m
respectively, one observes the same phenomena as in the case of NA=0.8. In particular,
the signal for Ex. is about 10% larger than that for

at p = 0.6 |im. Figure S-S shows the

results of vector calculations for NA=0.4 ( Pcuiofr= O.SXTNA = 0.79 |im). As in the
preceding cases, the signal for Ei is slightly smaller than that for £|| when the period p of
the magnetic array is large, but the signal for £i is 3.5% larger than that for E|| when p is
close to the resolution limit of the readout system. A comparison of the signals at
different numerical apertures shows that the difference between £|| and Ex increases as
the numerical aperture increases.

To verify the above simulations, we recorded several arrays of straight, parallel
magnetic domains of differing periods on two different samples. Figure 5-6 shows the
images of the magnetic arrays captured by a polarization microscope with NA=0.8. The
magnetic lines of Fig. S-6(a) were recorded using a focused laser beam (k - 680 nm,
NA = 1.2) and a ± 6 kOe electromagnet, while the magnetic lines of Figure 5-6(b) were
written by using 0.8 NA lens at X = 780 nm. hi these one-dimensional periodic arrays of
magnetic domains, the recorded pattems have different period p. A slight instability of
the scanning stage causes p to be non-uniform in each set of arrays, evidence of which
can be found later in the scanned images. A diagram of the experimental setup is shown
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in Figure S-7. The sample is mounted on a translation/rotation stage controlled by piezoactuators capable of moving within the focal plane of the objective lens in 20 nm steps
along the X and Y-directions. The focused spot in this case shines directly on the
sample's front facet, but in other cases, where the sample needs to be illuminated
through the substrate, an objective lens with proper correction for the substrate thickness
must be used, hi our experiments the sample is mounted with its long magnetic domains
either parallel or perpendicular to the direction of incident polarization. Moving the
sample in small steps in a direction that allows the focused spot to cross the magnetic
domains perpendicular to their long axes, we monitor the differential MO signal as a
function of the position of the focused spot. Since the beam splitter BS2 in the system of
Fig. 5-7 has different reflectivity for p and s polarized lights, we fixed the polarization of
the incident beam and rotated the sample through 90 degrees (rather than rotating the
polarization direction of the incident beam) to measure the MO signals for E\\ and Ei.

Due to the difficulties encountered when writing very small period magnetic lines, in
these experiments we used only 0.6 NA and 0.4 NA objectives to scan the magnetic
lines. Figure S-8 shows the experimental results obtained with a A. ="0.6328 ^m HeNe
laser and a 0.6NA objective; the period of the magnetic lines is p »1.35 ^m. Figures 58(a) and 5-8(b) show the scanned images of the magnetic lines when the polarization of
the beam is parallel (£||) or perpendicular (£1) to the magnetic lines. Figures 4-8(c) and
4-8(d) show the (averaged) differential MO signals for £|| and Ei along the horizontal
direction. As mentioned in the previous paragnq)h, we fixed the polarization state of the
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Figure
Images of parallel magnetic lines obtained through a polarized-light
microscope, (a) Line recorded at X. -0.680 ^m and NA=1.2; (b) Lines recorded at
^=0.780
and NA=0.8.
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Figure 5-7. Experimental setup. The light fix)m a red He-Ne laser is focused onto
the sample by the objective lens. The reflected light from the sample is directed to
the WoUaston prism and then to the split detectors through the beam splitter BS2 and
the lens L3. The other part of this setup, which uses white light from a fiber bundle,
is needed for alignment purposes, "^e sample is placed on the translation and
rotation stage. To measure the MO signal, the polarizer Pi is set such that the
incident polarization is parallel to the magnetic lines; the sample is rotated when we
want to measure the read signal for £1. To measure the reflected signal finm a
phase-change medium, the optical axis of the polarizer Pi is set at about 45** relative
to the parallel crystalline lines on the sample so that the
and
signals can be
measured simultaneously.
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incident beam and rotated the sample through 90 degrees to change the incident
polarization direction relative to the magnetic lines in order to measure the £j| and Ei
signals. This causes a shift between the starting points for the two signals; that is why
we have plotted the two signals separately. The read signal for

is seen to be slightly

greater than that for £i, in agreement with the vector diffraction results presented in Fig.
S-4. Figure S-9 shows the measured results for the case of p » 0.93 ^m. Again, the top
two figures are the scanned images of the magnetic lines, and the bottom two curves are
the (averaged) dififerential MO signals for £|| and £1. In this case no significant
differences exist between the signals of £|| and £x, as expected finm the simulation
results of Fig. 5-4. When the period of the pattern approaches the resolution limit of the
readout system, we observe a larger signal in the case of E\, compared to that of ^u, as
shown in Figures S-10(c) and S-10(d) for p » 0.72 |im. Again, this is consistent with the
simulation results of Figure S-4.

To compare the theoretical results with the experiments, we plot in Figure 5-11 the
difference between the signals for £|| and £x [defined as: (signal for £|| - signal for £i) /
(signal for £|| + signal for £i)] versus the period of the magnetic lines. Figure S-11(a) is
obtained finm the simulations, while Figure 5-11(b) shows the experimental results. The
signal differences are obtained by averaging the difference for each set of magnetic line,
and their standard deviations are shown in Figure S-ll(b) as the enor bar. From these
plots we see that the polarization dependence of the signal obtamed in the experiments
has the same trend as that predicted by the simulations; however, there are quantitative
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Figure 5-8. Experimental data fiom the MO sample obtained when p »1.35 ^m and
NA=0.6. (a) and (b) are the scanned images of die magnetic lines with Eg and Ex
beams respectively, (c) and (d) are the averaged differential MO signals along the
horizontal direction.
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disagreements, especially in the case of large period p, which maybe attributed to the
difQculties of writing identical, saturated lines on the sample.

Figure S-12 shows the experimental results for p» 1.7S^m, 1.42 ^m and 1.0 ^m,
obtained at NA=^ 0.4. From the (averaged) MO signals, it is seen, as in the preceding
case, that the signals for £|| and Ei are almost the same when the period p of the
magnetic lines is large, but that the signal for £i becomes larger when p is close to the
resolution limit of the readout system.

5.3 Reflected signal from periodic one-dimensional array of crystalline lines
recorded on an amorphous phase-change medium
5.3.1 Readout system and phase-change sample
For a phase-change medium, we investigated the polarization dependence of the
reflected signal.

Again, in order to avoid complications arising fi:om the presence of

grooves on the disk, we used flat phase-change samples, and wrote parallel crystalline
lines on the amorphous background. Figure S-13(a) shows the detection method used in
the simulation and experiment The detector is placed after the objective lens (after the
reflected beam has been redirected through the beam splitter). Figure S-13(b) shows the
multilayer stack used in our simulations. This is a four-layer, surface-incident, phasechange medium based on an amorphous alloy of Ge2Sb2jTes, which is one of the
standard materials used in rewritable phase-change recording.
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Figure 5-11. Computed and measured differences between the E\\ and £1 signals
[defined as: (signal for E\\ - signal for £x) / (signal for E\\ +signal for £1)] versus the
period of the magnetic line domains obtained with NA=0.6. (a) simulation, (b)
experiment.
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Figure 5-12. Experimental data &om the MO sample obtained when NA=0.4. (a)
and (b) are the averaged differential MO signals along the horizontal direction for
p »1.75 jmi; (c) and (d) forp a 1.42 ^m; (e) and(f) forp «1.0 ^im.
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Figure 5-13. (a) Readout system used in the simulations of PC medium, (b) Frontsurface quadrilayer PC stack used in the simulations. The substrate is polycarbonate
with refractive index n=l.58. The dielectric layers are ZnS-SiO: mixtures with a
refractive index of 2.1. The reflector layer is Al-Cr with complex refractive index (n,
k)=(1.8,6.0). The phase-change film (GeSbTe) has complex indices (4.2,1.9) in the
amorphous state and (4.6,4.2) in the crystalline state.
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S.3.2 Results and discussion
Results of vector diffraction calculations of the reflected signal from the phase-change
sample for different periods p of the parallel crystalline lines at NA=0.6 are shown in
Figure 5-14. From Figures 5-l4(a) - (c), which correspond to/7 = 2.0 ^un, I.O jmi and
0.6 ^m, one observes that the reflected signals for

and

are ahnost the same for

large period, but when the period is small, the Ei signal becomes larger than that for £||.
For example, when p = 0.6 ^m, which is close to the resolution limit of the readout
system, the peak-to-valley signal for

is 30% larger than that for £||. Unfortunately,

because of the low contrast, this difference is difGcult to detect in our experiment. The
polarization dependence of the reflected signal from phase-change medium obtained in
our experiment is very weak.

To study the polarization dependence of the readout signal for phase-change media, we
used the same setup as in Figure S-7. Since the beam splitter BS2 has different
reflectivities for p and s polarized light, the incident polarization was slightly rotated
away from 45° (relative to the parallel crystalline lines recorded on the sample) so that
the reflected signals for p and s light were equal when a plane mirror was placed on the
sample holder, hi this configuration, we can use the split detectors to measure the
reflected signals for

and £1simultaneously, without rotating the sample or changing

the incident polarization direction. Figure 5-15 shows the image of the recorded parallel
crystalline lines on an amorphous sample, the sample having the same structure as the
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Figure 5-14. Computed readout signals using vector diffiaction theory obtained when
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Figure S-15. Photograph of parallel crystalline lines on an amorphous sample,
obtained through a microscope.
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reflected signals along the horizontal direction; E||(solid), Ei(dash).
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one used in our simulations. Figure 5-16 shows the experimental results for p « 1.2 ^m.
The top two frames show the scanned images with the E\\ and £i polarization directions.
The bottom curves show the reflected signals obtained with the two orthogonal
polarization directions. From this figure,

no significant difference between the two

signals can be found. Although the £i signal is about 0.5% larger than that of £||, this
difference is below our measurement system's accuracy. Figure 5-17 shows similar
results for the case of p » 0.8 |im, which confirms once again that the signals for E\\ and

El are nearly identical. Figure 5-18 is the result obtained for p » 0.7 ^m, and here the
reflected signal for

is slightly larger than that for £||, but the difference is so close to

the range of our experimental error that it is hard to draw any quantitative conclusions.
All one can say is that these experimental results qualitatively confirm the polarization
dependence of the read signal predicted by our vector diffraction calculations.

5.4 Concluding remarks
Based on the results of simulations and experiments discussed in this p2q)er, we conclude
that both MO and PC signals in the small period regime depend on die direction of
incident polarization. Moreover, the relative strength of the £|| and E^ signals depend on
the period of the pattern, the wavelength of the light, and the numerical aperture of the
objective lens used for readout. For the phase-change medium, the low contrast of the
readout signal in the small period regime renders the experimental data inconclusive. In
both cases of MO and PC samples, the difficulty of writing identical lines with precise
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Figure 5-17. Same as Figure S-16 exceptp « 0.8 ^m.
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dimensions makes quantitative comparisons between theory and experiment difficult,
but in all cases the results are in good qualitative agreement.
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CHAPTER 6
OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF MULTILAYER
STACKES USED AS OPTICAL DATA STORAGE MEDIA

6.1 Introductioii
Currently, two major classes of phase-change (PC) materials are used in optical
recording. One is based on the ternary GeSbTe alloys (GST); the other is a quaternary
AglnSbTe alloy (AIST) Gwasaki, 1993; Brog, 1999; Zhou, 1999). The GST-based
materials are preferred for land-groove recording formats, have fast crystallization
properties, and exhibit excellent direct overwrite and cyclability. The AIST-based alloys
are typically used for groove-only formats, where the lower radial density must be
compensated by a higher linear density to achieve the same overall data capacity on the
disk. The AIST-based media exhibit high signal-to-noise ratio during readout, and have
several other favorable characteristics, but compared to the GST-based media their
cyclability is limited.

Rewritable phase-change optical recording uses a focused laser beam as a heat source to
reversibly switch, between amorphous and poly-crystalline states, a submicron-sized
area within a thin PC fihn. These two states differ substantially in the values of their
optical constants (n and k).
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For magnetio-optical recording, amorphous Rare Earth-Transition Metal ^-TM) alloy
fihns are currently in use ^ansuripur, 1995). Continuous, unifomi and smooth
amorphous fihns of (TbyGdy.i)x (FezCoi.z)i.]( can be deposited on large surface areas of
polycarbonate substrates by sputtering firom the alloy target or by co-sputtering fiom
multiple element targets. The transition metal sub-network (F^Coi.z)i.x, which
constitutes approximately 80% of the alloy, has a very small fraction

of cobalt.

Similarly, in the rare-earth sub-network (TbyGdy.i)x yrtbium is the main element.

Several papers have discussed the dependence of n and k on fihn thickness and/or
composition (Miao, 1999; Kato, 1999). It is known, for instance, that the changes of n
and k with fihn thickness are significant when the thickness is in the range of 10 30 nm. This result was based on studies of single-layer samples of differing thicknesses,
but in practice, the situation is more complex. Aside from the possibility of porosity and
composition gradients existing through the fihn thickness, there may exist a mixed
transition region between adjacent layers, which could influence the effective optical
constants of each layer (Jellison, 1982; Awai, 1984; Margues, 1991). Also, at the sample
surface (or at the interface with a plastic substrate), there may exist oxide or nitride
layers formed by the interaction with air and humidity. All these are potential reasons
for a shift of the optical constants of a thin layer fiom those of the corresponding bulk
material.
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Nowadays, many different multilayer stacks are designed to enhance the readout signal
contrast, reduce noise, increase the storage density and speed, or improve media
reliability (Yamaguchi, 1999; Kurokawa, 1999). Knowledge of the range of values of
the optical constants should help to improve the accuracy of optical and thermal design
of the storage media.

In this chapter, we will report results of optical characterization of the multilayer stacks
based on the two main PC materials, namely, GeSbTe (GST) and AglnSbTe (AIST), in
a range of visible wavelengths, and we also describe our measurement results of some
MO samples. The variations of the optical constants for films of different thickness
embedded within multilayer structures are also discussed. Section 6.2 will describe the
principle of the ellipsometry, the experiment setup and the experimental procedure;
Section 6.3 contains the experimental results.

6.2 Ellipsometry
6.2.1 hitroduction
The goal of ellipsometry is to determine the optical and structural constants of thin fibns
and flat surfaces fix)m the measurements of the ellipse of polarization in reflected or
transmitted light (Rothen, 1945; Winterbottom, 1946; Muller, 1969; Azzam, 1977). In
the absence of birefringence and optical activity, a flat surface, a single-layer film, or a
thin-film stack may be characterized by the complex reflection coefficients
rp = |rp| exp(i i^) and r, = \r,\ exp(i ^) for p- and s-polarized incident beams, as well as
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by the corresponding transmission coefficients rp = |rp|exp(i4^) and ^=^|/s|exp(i^)
(Heavens, 1955).

Strictly speaking, an ellipsometer is a device that measures the complex ratios rp/rj
and/or /p/r,. The amplitude ratios are usually deduced from the angles vj/r and \|ft, defined
as tan \{/r = |rp|/|rs| and tan \j/t=|/p|/|^|. b practice, measuring the individual reflectivities
^ kpP> Rs -

or transmissivities Tp

|rpp, T, =

does not require much additional

effort. Measuring the individual phases, of course, is difficult, but the relative phase
angles ((|»,p - (^) and ((^ - (^) can be readily obtained by ellipsometric methods. The
values of Rp, /?„

- (^„), Vr, Tp, r„ (<|>tp - (t»u) and Vt may be measured as functions of

the angle of incidence, 0, or as functions of the wavelength of light, X, or both.

The results of ellipsometric measurements are fed to a computer program that searches
the space of unknown parameters to find agreement between the measured data and
theoretical calculations. The unknown parameters of the sample usually include
thickness, refractive index, and absorption coefficient of one or more layers, hi general,
the larger the collected data set is, the more accurate will be the estimates of the
unknown parameters, or the greater will be the number of unknowns that can be
estimated. The relationship between the measurables and the unknowns is usually
nonlinear, and there is no a priori guarantee that the various measurements on a given
sample ate independent of each other, nor that a given set of measurements is sufficient
for determining the unknowns. Powerful numerical algorithms odst that search the
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space of unknown parameters and usually succeed in finding estimates that closely
reproduce the measured data.

6.2.2 Thin fihn on transparent substrate
Figure 6-1 shows a sample consisting of a thin absorbing layer on a glass substrate. To
allow the transmitted beam to exit the substrate without a change in its state of
polarization, and also to eliminate spurious reflections, an anti-reflection coated
hemispherical substrate is assumed. The 2Snm-thick film

has complex index of

refraction n + iifc=4.5 + l.75i, and the substrate's refiractive index is «o = 1-5. Computed
values of the sample's reflection and transmission characteristics at X. = 633 nm, 6 = 60°
are:

= 29.63%,

*. = 74.83%,

«Kp-<K» = 3.95»,

24.13%,

r, = 6.96%.

We examine the sensitivity of optical measurements to variations of the sample
parameters. For example, if the refractive index n of the fihn is varied in the range from
4.0 to S.O, the various characteristics of the sample vary as in Fig. 6-2. (The variations
shown here are relative to the nominal sample characteristics evaluated at n =4.5.) It is
seen that

and Rs are more sensitive to changes of n than Tp, r„ (<^ - (^) and (i^- (^).

Similarly, Fig. 6-3 shows variations of the sample characteristics with changes in k.Here
7p,

and (i^ - ^) are seen to be more sensitive to k than /{p, Rs, and fj. Figure 6-

4 shows variations of the sample characteristics with a changing fihn thickness </ in the
range from 20 nm to 30 nm. hi this case all characteristics are quite sensitive to d.
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Reflected beam

Incident beam

Substrate

Transmitted beam

Figure 6-1. A 2Snm-thiclc film of complex refiractive index n-i-iit==4.S +1.7Si is
deposited on a hemispherical glass substrate (no = l.S). The probe beam has X = 633 nm
and is incident at 0 == 60**. To avoid complications arising firom reflections/losses at the
substrate bottom, the hemispherical surface is assumed to be antireflection-coated.
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Figure 6-2. Variations of the reflection and tiransmission characteristics of the
sample of Fig. 6-1 at A. = 633 nm, 6 = 60**, when the film's tefiiactive index n is
varied from 4.0 to 5.0. The changes are relative to the nominal values obtained with
n=4.5.
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Figure 6-3. Variations of the reflection and transmission characteristics of the
sample of Fig. 6-1 at X 633 nm, 6 = 60", when the fihn's absorption coefBcient k is
varied fix)m l.S to 2. The changes are relative to the nominal values obtained with
it= 1.75.
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Figure 6-4. Variations of the reflection and transmission characteristics of the
sample of Fig. 6-1 at A.=633 nm, 6 == 60°, when the fihn thickness d is varied &om
20 nm to 30 nm. The changes are relative to the nominal values obtained with
</=25 nm.
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If all the system components were perfect, the above optical measuremoits would have
been sensitive enough to accurately determine the unknown sample parameters. In
practice, however, no measurement system is perfect: the polarizer and the analyzer
have a finite

extinction ratio, allowing a small firaction of the undesirable E-field

components of light to pass through; the quarter-wave plate's retardation deviates from
90°, and the beam that illuminates the sample is not an ideal plane wave, but has a finite
diameter. Moreover, when the beam is focused on the sample (to provide a reasonable
spatial resolution), the focused cone of light contains a range of incidence angles,
resulting in measured values that are averages over these angles. One consequence of
such system imperfections is that, in the "null condition" of a nulling ellipsometer, for
example, a minimum amount of light would still reach the detector. Another
consequence is the limited accuracy with which the various reflection/transmission
characteristics of the sample are measured.

6.2.3 EUipsometry with a variable retarder
Figure 6-S shows the basic design of our ellipsometric system, which consists of a fixed
polarizer, a variable retarder (e.g., a liquid crystal cell or a photo-elastic modulator), and
a fixed differential detection module. None of these components need to be rotated or
otherwise adjusted during measurements. The variable retarder provides a range of
polarization states at the sample. For instance, the incident beam is p-polarized when the
retardation

is 0**, circularly polarized when

and s-polarized when

A(^ = 180°. The detection module consists of a Wollaston prism with transmission axes
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fixed at ±45° relative to the plane of incidence, followed by a pair of identical
photodetectors.

When the relative phase

imparted by the retarder to the incident beam is continuously

varied firom 0** to 360**, the sum signal

+ Si oscillates between a maximum and a

minimum value; these correspond to Rp and Rs, although not necessarily in that order. At
the same time, the normalized difference signal (Sx-SiyiSx + Si) exhibits a peak-tovalley variation equal to 2 sin((^-(|>rs)- The system of Fig.6-S does not provide an
independent measure of the other ellipsometric parameter, v{fr. However, since R^ and Rs
are directly measurable, \^t is redundant.

In operating the system of Fig. 6-5 it is not necessary to know the time-dependence of
the retardation

nor in fact does one need to know the specific value of

at any

point during the measurement. The maximum and minimum values of the sum signal
and of the normalized difference signal contain all the necessary information. Unlike the
conventional nulling ellipsometer, this system does not require any adjustment of angles
around a broad minimum; therefore, there is much less uncertainty about the measured
data points.

For the ideal system of Fig. 6-S and for the sample depicted m Fig. 6-1, Fig. 6-6(a)
shows computed plots of the sum and (nonnalized) difference signals versus the
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Figure ^5. Diagram of an ellipsometric system based on a variable retarder and a
differential detection module. The beam emerging fix)m the polarizer is collimated
and linearly polarized along the X-axis. The variable retarder's axes are fixed at ±43"
to the XZ plane of incidence, while its phase shift is varied continuously finm 0° to
360^ The light beam is incident on the sample, and the reflected beam is focused by
a low-NA lens in the reflection path. The reflected beam is monitored by a
differential detector consisting of a Wollaston prism (oriented at 45** to the plane of
incidence) and two identical photodetectors. The sum of the detector signals Si+Si
contains information about the sample reflectivities Rp and Rs, while their normalized
difference (.^i - SiViSi+1S2) yields tfie relative phase ((^ - (^).
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letardation A(^. The maximum and minimum values of the sum signal are 0.748 and
0.296, corresponding to R,and Rf. The normalized difference signal has a peak-to-valley
swing of0.1375, yieldmg^-(^= 3.94®.

hi Fig. 6-6(b) we have assumed some imperfection in the system components. Two
cases are examined, one leading to the solid curves, the other to the dashed curves, hi
the former case the polarizer's extinction ratio is 1:1000, the retarder axes are
misaligned by V, the Wollaston prism has a 1:100 leak ratio between its two channels,
and the angle of incidence 6 is off by 0.5". From the computed sum and difference
signals we find

= 0.290, /?, = 0.750, and (|>,p-(|>rs = 4.23®. In the case of the dashed

curves in Fig. 6-6(b) the assumed imperfections are large. Here the polarizer's extinction
ratio is 1:100, the retarder's orientation angle is 43®, the angle of incidence is 0=60.5®,
and the Wollaston prism leaks 2% of the wrong polarization into each channel. From the
computed sum and difference signals the values of /{p = 0.290, Rs = 0J49, and
(Np-<Ks=4.6® are obtained. Obviously, the system of Fig. 6-5 is quite tolerant of
imperfections/misalignments and should,

therefore, be suitable

for accurate

determination of the sample parameters.

6.2.4 The measurement system
Figure 6-7 shows a complete diagram of our measurement system, which is based on a
photoelastic modulator ^EM) and a differential detection module, as described in the
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Figure 6-6. Computed plots of the sum and (nomialized) difference signals in the
system of Fig. 6-5 for the sample shown in Fig. 6-1. The horizontal axis depicts the
relative phase imparted to the beam by the variable retarder. The beam emerging fix>m
the polarizer has unit optical power, the detectors' conversion factor is unity, the
incidence angle is 0=60°, and the focusing and coUimating lenses have NA=0.025.
(a) The assumed system is perfect, (b) Two instances of imperfect system behavior.
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preceding section. The laser beam passes through a pellicle beam-splitter, an adjustable
air-gap attenuator, a cube beam-splitter (with a reference photodetector attached), a
polarizer, a PEM, and an aperture, before reaching the sample, which is immersed in
index-matching fluid. The sample mount can be rotated by two separate mecham'sms. hi
the reflection mode of operation the goniometer rotates the sample and the detection arm
in a 0-26 configuration. In the transmission mode, the detection arm is positioned behind
the sample, while the sample mount is rotated into position by a small motor. The beam
reflected from

(or transmitted through) the sample is directed by a total internal

reflection (TIR) air-gap mirror toward the detection module, which consists of a
focusing lens, a Wollaston prism, and two photodetectors.

The air-gap mirror consists of a pair of fused silica plates glued together around the
edges, which leaves an air gap of several micrometers between them. When the
assembly is immersed in index-matching fluid, the glass plates disappear and the air gap
acts as a TIR mirror, provided, of course, that the incidence angle is greater than the
critical TIR angle. The reflectivity of the air-gap mirror for both p- and s-light is 100%,
but the (fixed) phase-shift between the p- and s-components of the reflected light must
be taken into account.

The PEM is a fairly standard feature of phase modulation (PM) ellipsometry, but to our
knowledge its combination with differential detection scheme has not been explored
in the past. The polarizer that precedes die PEM is set forp-polarization, and the optical
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Figure 6>7. Diagram of the measurement system used in our experiments.
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axes of the PEM are at 45** to the plane of incident polarization. The phase retardation
between the axes of the PEM periodically varies by 2n radians (or more) at a resonant
frequency of 47.05 kHz. As mentioned earlier, one does not need to know the timedependence of this retardation so long as the induced peak-to-valley phase-shift equals
(or exceeds) 2tc.

Table 6-1. Refractive indexes of the fused silica substrate and fluid at various
wavelengths
84O!O

656J

6318

5891

546!!

4860

365.0

(nm)

(nm)

(nm)

(nm)

(nm)

(nm)

(nm)

Fused siUca

1.4526

1.4564

1.4570

r4584

1.4601

1.4631

1.4745

Fluid

1.4526

1.4564

1.4571

1.4587

1.4607

1.4645

1.4790

To eliminate the optical effects of the substrate on the reflected/transmitted beams, the
sample is immersed in a fluid whose refractive index is matched to that of the fused
silica substrate. Table 6-1 lists the refractive index of the fiised silica substrate and the
fluid in the wavelength range 365 nm — 840 nm. It is seen that the fluid matches the
index over the entire visible range very well. The light will thus "see" only the thin film
(or the multilayer stack) coated on the fused silica substrate. In our experiments, when a
bare (i.e., uncoated) substrate was placed in the sample-holder and immersed in the
matching fluid, no signals could be detected, either in reflection or in transmission, at
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any angle of incidence, bi other words, the measurement results were indistinguishable
with and without the bare substrate. We thus
conclude that any index mismatch that might exist between the substrate and the
matching fluid would be below the sensitivity of our measurement system.

6.2.4.1 Measurement of R^,, R„i^rp

T,, and(^^

Our system has two modes of operation: reflection and transmission. In the reflection
mode a goniometer rotates both the sample and the detection arm (simultaneously) in a
6-26 configuration. Thus, while the sample rotates through the angle 6, the detection
module rotates through 26 in order to be in a position to receive the beam reflected from
the sample. At each angle of incidence the reference signal

(finm the reference

detector) and the sum and difference signals,(Sy+S2) and(Si - S2), from detectors A and
B, are simultaneously sampled at a sampling rate of 25 MHz by a 12-bit digital
oscilloscope.

To eliminate the effects of laser power fluctuations,

the sum and difference signals are

normalized (on a sample-to-sample basis) by the reference signal. The reflectivities
j{^(=| r^l^) and /Ij(=| rj^) are obtained from the maximum and minimum values of
the sum signal (Si+S2) within a half-period of PEM oscillations. Similarly, the peak and
valley

of

the

normalized

difference

signal

are

obtained.

Ideally

iSi-S2)t,mit--iSi-S2)im» although, in practice, because of misalignments and
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imperfections of the various system components, this equality may not hold exactly. We
estimate the phase difference

using the average peak-to-valley swing of

{Si -S2) together with the measured values of R^aai R,.

In the transmission mode, the sample is rotated by a motor (under computer control) to
change the incidence angle, while the detector arm is kept stationary in its location
directly behind the sample. As in the reflection mode, one obtains

and

at each angle of incidence for the transmitted beam.

6.2.4.2 Alignment and calibration
The only moving parts of our system are the sample mount and the detection arm, both
of which are controlled by the goniometer in the reflection mode. In the transmission
mode, the detection arm is stationary while the sample is rotated by a motor. Both the
goniometer and the motor have angular precision better than 0.01°. Extinction ratios for
the polarizer (that which precedes the PEM) and for the Wollaston prism (used within
the detection module) are both better than 1:10'*. Prior to measurements we caUbrate (for
both the reflection and transmission modes of operation) the angle of incidence on the
sample and the orientations of the polarizer, the TIR mirror, the PEM, and the Wollaston
prism; a brief account of these calibrations follows.

To find the zero point ofthe incidence angle we use a pellicle beam-splitter, a comer
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cube retro-reflector, a neutral density filter, a 16x telescope, and a CCD camera, as
shown in the upper part of Fig. 6-7. The pellicle is antireflection coated on one side (the
AR coating is optimized for normal incidence), and mounted at ~20'' tilt in a
compromise position between low reflectivity and a reasonable splitting ratio. The beam
reflected fiom

this plate and that reflected fi»m

the sample are expanded by the

telescope and viewed through the CCD camera. If the beam returning fix)m the sample
coincides with the incident beam, the two spots on the monitor will overlap. In practice
we found the angle of incidence can be calibrated to better than O.Ol" in this way.

To set the orientation of the polarizer, a bare fused silica substrate was mounted in the
sample holder and rotated to the Brewster's angle. (The sample in this experiment was
in the air rather than in the immersion liquid.) We rotated the polarizer while monitoring
the reflected light from the sample, which vanished when the beam incident on the
sample became p-polarized. The polarizer orientation is thus set with an accuracy of
better than 0.02°.

As can be seen in Fig. 6-7, the plane of incidence on the (immersed) air-gap mirror is
perpendicular to the plane of incidence on the sample. The air-gap mirror does not
change the amplitudes of the p- and s-components but introduces a constant phase-shift,
which is added to (^^ -^„) in the reflection mode of the system and to (^^

in the
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transmission mode. This mirror-induced phase shift is determined to be 138.7° during
the calibration process.

To set the azimuthal orientation of the air-gap mirror, we used the Wollaston prism and
the photodetector pair in the detection arm of the system. When the incident beam on the
mirror is p-polarized the mirror does not change the state of polarization, in which case
one of the two beams that emerge finm the Wollaston can be extinguished by rotating
the Wollaston around the optical axis. In this same orientation, when the incident beam
is s-polarized, the other output of the Wollaston should be extinguished. This procedure
enabled us to set the azimuthal angle of the air-gap mirror with better than 0.1**
accuracy.

The Wollaston prism needs to be set at 45° to the plane of incidence on the sample.
Ideally, if the incident beam is p- or s-polarized and the Wollaston is at 45", the two
detectors should receive equal amounts of light, bi practice, we found the power of one
of the beams exiting the Wollaston to be <<-0.025% greater than the other's. This is
probably caused by differences in absorption (or other loss mechanism) for the two
beams within the Wollaston. To correct for this problem we adjusted the pre-amplifier's
gain for one of the detectors by a small amount, thus equalizing the output channels. The
differential signal{Si - Sz) was thus nulled for both p- and s-polarized incident beams.

To calibrate for reflectivityR and transmissivity T, a reference detector in the incidence
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path monitors the beam's power fluctuations. (The incident power can be varied
manually using the adjustable air-gap attenuator shown in Fig. 6-7. This attenuator is
constructed by attaching two identical prisms to each other to form a cube, while leaving
a wedge-shaped air-gap between them. The thickness of the wedge varies &om zero up
to a couple of micrometers, enabling frustrated TIR to control the transmissivity of the
resulting beam-splitter cube.) With no samples mounted, we monitored (simultaneously)
the reference signal So, the sum signal (81+82), and the difference signal (Si-82) at
various incident powers, then plotted (81+ 82) and (8\-82) versus So. A linear
relationship was found in both cases, and the corresponding slopes were used to
normalize the measured signals.

To reduce the effect of the thermal noise contributed by the photodetectors and their
circuitry, we collected a long sequence of data over -100 periods of the PEM
oscillations. From this we computed the average signals 81 and 82 within one half period.
Afterwards, firom these half-period data, we estimated the p- and s-reflectivities as well
as the peak-to-valley swings of (81-82)- This method proved to be superior to
monitoring the peaks and valleys in each half-period followed by averaging over a
number of oscillations of the PEM.

Using the aforementioned techniques for alignment, normalization, and calibration, we
estimate to have achieved better than 0.2% precision in measuring the p- and sreflectivities and the peak-to-valley swmgs of (Si - Sj)-
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6.2.4.3 The fitting procedure
The measiirements yield six quantities

R,,Ti„T,, and the peak-to-valley swings of

(Si- Sz) in reflection and in transmission at various angles of incidence. To evaluate the
film's thickness d and complex refi^tive index n, we match the experimental data

(exp) to theoretical calculations (cal) by minimizing the quadratic error function x:

iK [(«,('),., -*,(0.,)' +(*.(0^ -*.(0„)'1+»',[(as.(0^ -AS.du)]"
/•I

-r,(0„)=

-ASt O™)? }

The sum is over the N angles of incidence, the coefQcients W^ to

are weight factors,

and AiSr and 6Sr are the peak-to-valley swings of (5i - S2) in reflection and transmission
modes. The weight factors (FFjto ^^4) are introduced to emphasize those terms having
small values during fitting. They are usually set to be 1. The conjugate gradient method
was employed to minimize x- Numerical calculations indicate that, for a single-layer
sample, the optimized values of the optical parameters (n and d) do not depend on the
initial values chosen in the fitting procedure.

6.2.4.4 Experimental procedure
The first step in determining the optical constants of a sample is the measurement of
reflectance Hp, its, and/or transmittance Tp, fj, as well as their peak-valley swings of (S|Sj), which relates to the phase-difference

between the p- and s- components of
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polarization in both reflection and transmission. These measurements were conducted
over angles of incidence 8 ranging firom 10** to 75**. Having obtained a complete set of
measurements on a given sample, we used a numerical algorithm described above to
estimate n, k, and film thickness by matching the experimental data to their theoretical
values.

6.2.4.S Structure of the multilayer stacks
To investigate the properties of films of differing thickness embedded within different
multilayer structures, we prepared samples consisting of one-, two-, three-, and fourlayer stacks. This allowed us to examine, for instance, the properties of dielectric layers
of differing thickness, or dielectric layers of a given thickness embedded in different
positions within a stack (i.e., directly on the substrate, or between the PC layer and the
aluminum layer). Figure 6-8 shows in cross-section the structures of two of the samples
used in this study. Shown in Fig. 6-8(a) is a single-layer dielectric film coated on a fused
silica glass substrate; Fig. 6-8(b) shows a four-layer PC stack that uses a GST alloy as
the active layer. The nominal value of thickness for each layer is indicated in the figure.

6J

Results and dbcussions

6.3.1 Phase-change samples torn manufacturers 1 and 2
6.3.1.1 Optical constants at 632.8nm
Figure 6-9 shows the experimental and theoretical results obtained for a 13.6 mn-thick
GST layer directly deposited on a fused silica substrate. The circles and rectangles marie
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Dielectric ( 60.6 nm)
Dielectric (60.6 nm)
GST (13.6 mn)
Dielectric (30.3 mn)
Aluminum (38.4 nm)
Substrate (1.2 mm)

(a)

Substrate (1.2 mm)

(b)

Figure 6-8. Examples of multilayer stacks used in our measurements, (a) Single
dielectric layer coated on a fused-silica substrate, (b) Four-layer stack (containing a
GST-alloy active layer) coated on a fiised-silica substrate. In the configuration
shown here the quadrilayer stack is of the fit)nt-surface-incidence type, meaning that
the laser beam does not go through the substrate to reach the active (GST) layer.
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Figure 6-9. Experimental and theoretical results obtained for the 13.6 nm-thick GST
layer on a fiised-silica substrate. The circles and rectangles marie the experimental
data points, while the solid curves represent theoretical best fits to the measured data.
The sample was immersed in a fluid that was index-matched to the substrate, and
(for this particular measurement) the laser beam was incident on the sample firom the
fihn side. The wavelength of the HeNe laser used was X=633 nm, and the angle of
incidence (depicted on the horizontal axis) ranged finm 10** to 75**. (a) Reflectivity
^p, Rs, and transmissivity rp. r, (b) Peak-to-valley swing of the differential signal
(Si - S2) measured in bodi reflection and transmission.
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the experimental data points, whereas the solid lines represent the theoretical best fits to
the data. The horizontal axis corresponds to the angle of incidence 0. Although in this
particular example the laser beam was incident on the sample fix>m the film side, our
system is capable of through-substrate measurements as well. In Fig. 6-9(a), Rp, /?,
represent reflectivity for p- and s- polarized light, while 7p, Tt stand for for
transmissivity. The curves in Fig.6-9(b) show the peak-to-valley swing of the
differential signal (Si - S2) measured in reflection and in transmission; these are directly
related to the phase difference A(|> between the p- and s-components of reflected (or
transmitted) light. The estimated parameters of the (amorphous) GST layer based on
these measurements are n + i =3.81 +11.63 and thickness t = I3.47nm.

Figure 6-10 shows plots of the experimental and theoretical results for a two-layer stack,
where a ZnS-SiO: dielectric layer sits between the AIST fihn and the substrate. The
best-estimate index of the (amorphous) AIST layer is n + ik= 4.2S + {'2.57, and
thickness t - 19.75 nm; the best-estimate parameters of the dielectric layer are n = 2.13, t
- 59.77 nm.

Experimental and theoretical results for a three-layer stack (amorphous GST film
sandwiched between two ZnS-Si02 dielectric layers) are plotted in Fig. 6-11. The fitted
parameter values of this sample are given in the figure caption. Figure 6-12 is another
example of the experimental and theoretical results for a four-layer PC medium based on
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Figure 6-10. Same as Fig. 6-9 but for a two-layer stack consisting of a ZnS-Si02
layer sandwiched between an AIST film and a fii^-silica substrate.
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Figure 6-11. Same as Fig. 6-9 but for a three-layer stack, consisting of an amorphous
GST layer sandwiched between two dielectric layers (measurement wavelength
X.-633 nm). The best-fitted parameters of this stack ate: first dielectric layer (n
= 2.1, t = 59.44 nm), amorphous GST (n + ik~ 4.38 + i 2.11, / = 11.56 nm), and
second dielectric layer (n - 2.09, t=29.92 nm). The second dielectric layer is on top,
while the first is in contact with the substrate.
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Figure 6-12. Experimental and theoretical results obtained for a quadrilayer PC
medium based on an AIST alloy (substrate/dielectric/AIST/dielectric/aluminum).
Because of the opaque aluminum layer at the top, the laser beam (X =^633 mn) is
directed at the sample through its substrate. Only the reflectivities for p- and spolarized light and the corresponding ellipsometric phase have been measured; the
aluminum layer is too thick to allow any i^reciable amount of light through. The
estimated optical constants and layer thicknesses are: ni = 2.17, = 60.02 nm for the
first dielectric layer, nz +1 = 4.17 + i2.30, tz = 23.97 nm for Ae AIST layer, 113 =
2.14, h - 30.64 nm for the second dielectric layer, and n4 +1ikt = 1.56 + i 6.87, u=
137.36 nm for the aluminum layer.
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AIST alloy (Substrate/ZnS-SiC)2/AIST/ZnS-Si02/Aluminum). Because the (opaque)
aluminum layer is at the top, the laser beam must shine on the sample from the substrate
side. Figure 6-12 contains the reflectivity data only, since transmission is too weak to be
measured. The estimated indices and layer thicknesses are given in the caption.

Tables 6-2 and 6-3 summarize our measurement results for these two sets of PC
samples. We must mention that these two sets were fabricated in two different
laboratories and, therefore,

the differences in optical constants might reflect slight

differences in the target composition and/or the deposition environment. Some of the
samples had an aluminum layer either on the surface side or at the interface between the
stack and the substrate. Since the aluminum layer was too thick to let the light through,
we could not measure these samples in transmission. For the same reason, reflection
measurements on these samples could be done only &om one side. The average values
of the best-estimate optical constants as well as the corresponding standard deviations
are listed in Table 6-4. The average thickness is excluded from this table, because the
layer thicknesses vary among the samples.

The optical-constant estimates in Tables 6-2 and 6-3 were obtained by assuming that
each layer is optically homogeneous. However, the existence of a transition region
between adjacent layers is periiaps unavoidable considering the reality of inter-difiiision
during film

growth. As an ocample, the top dielectric layer of a trilayer sample

(dielectric/GST/dielectric/substrate) has estimated refractive index n-2.090 and the
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Table 6-2. Measured values of n, ky and layer thicknesses for the samples from
the manufacturer 1 at 632.8 nm.

Simple
GS2160

Structure
ZnS-SiO:
Substrate

Surface incident
n = 2.093, t =60nm(60.6)*

GS2161

GST
Substrate

n+ik =3.811+/1.629
n+1 it = 3.798+ nil0
/= 13.47 nm(13.6) <= 14.25 nm

GS2162

Alununum
Substrate
ZnS-SiOj
GST(amoiphous)
^iS-SiOj
Substrate

GS2163

GS2164

»+iit= 1.778+16.3479
/=34.77 nm (38.4)
»,=2.1** r, = 59.44 nm (60.6)
», + ijt,=4.382 + i2.107
(2 = 11.56 nm (13.6)
nj = 2.09, /j=29.92 nm (30.3)

Substrate incident
« = 2.09,/=61.24nm

n+iik =1.982 +16.829
/=38.76 nm
H; = 2.101, f/=57.23nm
«j + iifcj=4.0914+11.8195
(1= 14J9nm
fij = 2.1081,
29.72 nm

«; = 2.1027, (/=59.02 nm
«/=2.0904, (/ = 57.53nm
ZiiS-Si02
nj + iifc: =4.1088 +13.772
GST(Ciystalline) (60.6)
t2= 14.53 nm
«i + iitj=4.05+/3.851
2aS*St02
r. = 14.22 nm (13.6) nj = 2.10, 0=29.11 nm
Substrate
nj=2.1014, h = 28.56 nm (30.3)
/I; = 2.111, ti = 60.63 nm (60.6)
Aluminum
«. + »ifc,=4.534 + /1.936
ZnS-SiOz
(2 =11.68 nm (13.6)
GST(amoiphous)
«j = 2.09, o = 30.2nm(30J)
^iS'SiOi
fl< + /ifc<=2.257+ 16.907
Substrate
/^=33.74 nm (38.4)
/i/ = 2.10, (; = 60.5Inm (60.6)
Aluminum
«i + iJfcj=4J202 +13.9456
ZnS-SiOj
^2= 1154 nm (13.6)
GST(crystaIline)
It]=2.0925, ts=30.41 nm
2^-Si02
(30J)
Substrate
«< + !*< = 15523+16.9259
r^=35.44 nm (38.4)
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Table 6-2. Measured values of n, it, and layer thicknesses for the samples fix>m
the manufacturer 1 at 632.8 nm. (Contl.)

Sample

GS2165

Structure

Surface incident

Substrate incident

n, + i*,= 1.9889+ 16.8204
38.76 nm (38.4)
TiflS- SiOj
GST(ainoiphous) /ij=2.0924, tj=34.69nm(30J)
nj +lit, =4.1752+115012
^-SiOi
0= 13.42 nm(13.6)
Alummum
n4=2.0993.
59.43 nm (60.6)
Substrate
«, + !*, = 1.9569+ 16.7917
r/=36.42 nm (38.4)
ZnS-SiO:
GST(ctystaUiiie) nj=2.0994, 0 = 28.5 nm (30.3)
«j + iJtj= 3.8908+ 13.5039
ZnS*S1O2
0 =16.49 nm (13.6)
Aluminuin
>14=2.0988, r4= 58.71 nm(60.6)
Substrate

GS2168

Aluminum
ZnS-SiO}
GST(amoiphous)
ZnS-SiCH
Substrate

GS2169

Aluminum
ZnS-SiOj
GST(cTystallm)
ZnS-SiOj
Substrate
Aluminum
Substrate

n, = 2.111, /, = 59.16 nm(60.6)
"2 +1*2 =4.337 +1 1.871
(2 = 12.82 nm (13.6)
Bj = 2.1112, rj = 29.95 nm (30.3)
n<+i*<= 1.9771+16.8147
/4 = 37.91 nm(38.4)
n, = 2.1082, /, = 57.6 nm (60.6)
Bj + /ifc,= 3.651+13.3202

n+ik= 1.896 +16.264
f = 18.98 nm(18.4)

tj= 17.26 nm(13.6)
n,=2.0891, h = 29.11 nm (30.3)
»<+1 *<=1.807+16.8430
r< = 28J3nm(38.4)
n + |jfc= 1.949 +16.711
/= 17.32 mn (18.4)

* Bracketed numbers are nominal values for the parameter provided by the
manufacturer.
** The subscript is the number of the layer, starting from 1 immediately above the
substrate.
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Table 6-3. Measured values of n, A; and layer thicknesses for the samples &om
the manufacturer 2 at 632.8 nm
Sample

Structure

02395

Dielectric
Substrate

02396

GST(aiiioiplx)us)
Substrate
Aluminum
Substrate

n + i *=4.087+ n528
/ = 36.56 nm (40)
n + iifc= 1.471+ 16 .54
( = 38.01nm (40)

GST(amoiphous)
Dielectric
Substrate
Dielectric
GST(amoiphous)
Dielectric
Substrate
Aluminum
Dielectric
GSTCamorphous)
Dielectric
Substrate

n, = 2.1739, t, = 140.5 nm (150) B; = 2.112, f/=148.3 nm (150)
»i, + iifcj=4.l6 + n.783
n, +lit,=4.135+ 11.774
<2 = 24.79 nm (25)
= 24.85 nm(25)
n, = 2.157, /i = 149.6 nm (150) n,=2.149, »,= 151.6 nm (150)
nj +lit, = 4.177+ 11.819
«, +lit, = 4.333+12.052
f , = 25.85 nm(25)
(,= 22.14 nm(25)
= 2.144. /,=37.49 nm (36) ni= 2.140. h=40.33 nm(36)
«; = 2.151,0 = 146.87 nm (150)
«, + iit, = 4.314 + n551
r, = 2453nm(25)
«,=2.149, r, = 33.59 nm(36)
/i< + iit<= 1.531+16.864
f^ = 57.88 nm (60)
«;=2.127, f,=59.77 nm (60) «,=2.123, t, = 59.45 nm(60)
«, +J it,=4246+12.567
"2 +1AT,=4271 + i 2.444
r, = 19.75 nm(2n
/,= 20.65 nm(21)
«/=2.122, t,=59.74 nm (60) n, = 2.135, /,=59.01 nm(60)
«, + iit,=4J3l+i2J43
n, +1it, =4.354 +i 2.556
/,=2024nm(21)
/,=20.1 nm(21)
ni=2.123. /!=29.46 nm (28) iij=2.150, ^, = 29.40 nm (28)
«,=2.170, f, = 60.02 nm (60)
«, +lit,=4.170+12.302
/,=23S7nm(2l)
«j=2.137, 0=30.64 nm(28)
«< +1 it( = 1.560+16.868
^=137J6nm(150)
« + iit = 4224+»2.527
n + iit=4.507 +12.505
f=39.07 nm(40)
< = 38.71 nm(40)

02397
02400

02401

02402

02404

02405

02406

02412

AIST
Dielectric
Substrate
Dielectric
AIST
Dielectric
Substrate
Aluminum
Dielectric
AIST
Dielectric
Substrate
Substrate
AIST

Surface Incident
« =2.127, r=38.52 nm (40)

Substrate incident
n = 2.120, /=39.46nm(40)
« + i it = 4.181+ 11.842

r = 37.9nm(40)
n + i i t = 1.571+ 17.022
f=38.55 nm (40)
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Table 6-4. Measured average values of the optical constants, (n, k), and their
standard deviations cTn and Ok at 632.8 nm

Sample
set

Material

Refractive
index, ff

Ob

Absorption
coefficient, k

Dielectric layer
(nominalt=30.3 nm)
Dielectric layer
(nominal / = 60.6 nm)
GST (amorphous)

2.097

0.008

—

—

2.100

0.007

—

—

4.161

0.282

1.825

0.199

GST (crystalline)

4.004
1.954

0.250
0.129

3.678
6.752

0.259
0.197

2.139
4.198
4.300
1.533

0.018
0.091
0.110
0.045

—

—

1.878
2.492
6.824

0.102
0.093
0.203

Ok

1
Aluminum

2

Dielectric layer
GST (amorphous)
ABT

Aluminum
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thickness t = 29.92 nm, with a fitting enor of0.002S3. If we postulate the existence of a
transition region at the interface with the GST fihn, and attempt to match the data again
(while fixing all other parameters), we obtain for the transition layer n = 2.006, t = 8.86
nm, and for the dielectric layer n = 2.099, t = 20.85 nm (total thickness = 29.71 nm),
with a reduced fitting error of0.00243. The actual case could be more complex, but this
simple example indicates the practicality of estimating the properties of putative
transition layer(s).

The

estimate

(average)

index

of

a

ZnS-SiOi

dielectric

layer

(nominal

thickness = 60.6 nm) and its standard deviation o are 2.10 and 0.007, respectively.
[Hereinafter we adopt the notation (average, standard deviation) = (2.10, 0.007)]. The
estimate thickness of this layer is (59.2 nm, 1.29 nm). For another ZnS-Si02 dielectric
layer (nominal thickness = 30.3 nm) the estimate index is (2.097, 0.008), while the
estimate thickness is (30.02 nm, 1.77 nm). Comparing these two sets of data, we note
that, the difference between the average indices of refi^action of the two layers is fairly
small (only - 0.14%). In addition to comparing the dielectric layers firom the same
manufacturer, it is worthwhile to contrast the properties of the same dielectric material
made by different manufacturers, hi Table 6-4 the estimate index of the second
manufacturer's dielectric is (2.14, 0.018). Perhaps the reason for this relatively large
standard deviation is that the indoc is calculated fi»m several dielectric layers ranging in
thickness finm 28 nm to ISOmn. The two manufacturers dielectric layers have ~2%
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index difference, possibly caused by slight compositional and process differences
between the two.

For the amorphous GST layer in the first set of samples (composition = GejSbjjTes)
listed in Table 6-4, the estimated real part n of the index is (4.16, 0.28), that of the
imaginary part k is (1.83,0.20). For the crystalline GST layer, n is (4.0,0.25), while k is
(3.68, 0.26). The standard deviations of n and ^ for these GST films are substantially
greater than those of the dielectric layer. One explanation is that the putative transition
layer in these samples is thick compared to the GST layer thickness. Another possibility
is that, since the estimated values are averages over samples of differing structures, it is
conceivable that the underlayer, the overlayer, and the conditions of the sputtering
chamber during deposition have significantly influenced the optical constants of the
GST layer in each sample.

As in the case of the dielectric layer, the estimated optical constants of the amorphous
GST film fit>m the second manufacturer (composition = Cje2Sb2Tes), n = (4.20,0.09), k
= (1.88,0.10), also differ finm those of the first manufacturer. The standard deviation of
the second set is relatively small. This may be due to the fact that the transition layer's
thickness is smaller as a percentage of the nominal thickness of the GST layer of the
second set (25 nm and 40 nm) compared to the GST layer thickness in the first set (13.6
nm).
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The optical constants of the amorphous AIST layer were found to be n=(4.30, 0.11),
k={!lA9, 0.093). It is readily observed that both the real and imaginary parts of the
index of amorphous AIST are greater than those of amorphous GST. The standard
deviations of n and it of AIST are comparable to those of the GST from the second
manufacturer, which may be understood considering that their corresponding layer
thicknesses are comparable.

In addition to the factors discussed above, another possible factor causing measurement
variations and inaccuracies is residual stress and/or the presence of inhomogeneities
within the sample's substrate.

6.3.1.2 Wavelength dependence of the optical constants
Since the optical constants of each layer in the optical storage media are wavelength
dependent, it is expected that the behavior of reflectivity, transmissivity, and the
ellipsometric phase

would vary with a change of the wavelength. Figures 6-13(a, b,

c) show reflectivity and transmissivity versus 0 at A.=632.8 nm, 514.5 nm, and 457.9
nm, respectively. Figures 6-14(a-c) show the corresponding peak-to-valley swings of the
differential signal, representing the ellipsometric phase

at the same three

wavelengths. These results clearly indicate the substantial differences in the sample
behavior at various wavelengths. Tables 6-5 to 6-9 list the average values of the bestestimate optical constants and their standard deviations for these two sets of samples at
wavelengths 612 nm, 488 nm, 514.5 mn, 488 nm and 457.9 nm.
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Figure 6-13. Expermental and theoretical results of reflectivity and transmissivity
for a trilayer GST-based medium (substrate/dielectric/GST/^electric) for three
different wavelengths, (a) >.=632.8 nm, (b) X=514.5 nm, (c) X.=457.9 nm.
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Figure <^-14. Similar to Fig. 6>13, but showing experimental and theoretical results
of the peak-to-valley swing of the differential signal (Si - S2) at three different
wavelengths. From this data one can readily extract the ellipsometric phase
difference between the p- and s-components of polarization upon reflection or
transmission.
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The averaged optical constants of different materials at different wavelengths extracted
&om the experimental data are plotted in Figure 6-lS (for the first set of samples) and
Figure 6-16 (for the second set of samples). For the ZnS-SiOi dielectric layer shown in
Fig. 6-lS(a), the index decreases with an increasing wavelength; the behavior of the
index for fihns of differing thickness being only slightly different. Figure 6-lS(b) shows
the n and A: values of the GST layer. The n value of both amorphous and crystalline GST
increases with the wavelength, and the difference between them becomes smaller at
longer wavelength. With an increasing wavelength, the k value of amorphous GST
decreases, while that of crystalline GST first increases and then decreases, albeit by
small amounts. The behavior of the aluminum alloy film shown in Fig. 6-1S(c) is much
simpler, with both n and k increasing with the wavelength.

Comparing Fig. 6-16 with Fig. 6-lS, it is evident that the optical constants of the
dielectric layer and the aluminum film in the second set of samples behave in much the
same way as do the optical constants of the corresponding layers fiom the first set. The
wavelength- dependence of n and Ar for amorphous AIST can be seen in Fig. 6-15(b),
together with similar data for the amorphous GST of the second set. Again, the n value
for both GST and AIST increases, and the k value decreases, with an increasing
wavelength. The difference between the n values of GST and AIST is much smaller than
that between their it values.
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Table 6-5. Measured average values of the optical constants, (n,k), and their
standard deviations an and Ok at 612 nm

Refractive
index, It

<T.

Dielectric layer
(Nominal thiclmess
is 30.3 mn)^
Dielectric layer
(Nominal thiclmess
is 60.6 nm)
GST
(Amorphous)
GST
(Crystalline)

2.118

0.012

2.120

0.018

4.017

Sample Material
set

I

2

Absorption
coefllcient, k

Ok

0.365

1.851

0.288

3.866

0.223

3.786

0.211

Aluminum

1.805

0.132

6.650

0.180

Dielectric
layer
GST
(Amorphous)
AIST

2.151

0.016

—

—

4.113

0.074

1.928

0.127

4.211
1.453

0.106
0.090

2.546
6.647

0.100
0.266

Aluminum
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Table6-6. Measured average values of the optical constants, (n,ib), and their
standard deviations On and Ok at 594 nm

Sample Material
set
Dielectric layer
(Nominal thicteess
is 30.3 nm)
Dielectric layer
(Nominal thickness
I
is 60.6 nm)
GST
(Amorphous)
GST
(Crystalline)
Aluminimi

2

Dielectric
layer
GST
(Amorphous)
AIST
Aluminum

Refractive
index, n
2.132

Absorption
coefficient, k

Ok

0.0143

2.130

0.020

3.950

0.354

1.924

0.311

3.771

0.203

3.839

0.196

1.714

0.140

6.517

0.244

2.158

0.018

—

—

4.026

0.073

2.028

0.088

4.131
1.377

0.076
0.134

2.595
6.488

0.084
0.233
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Table 6-7. Measured average values of the optical constants, (n, A:), and their
standard deviations On and Ok at 514.5 nm

Sample Material
set
Dielectric layer
(Nominal thiclmess
is 30.3 nm)
Dielectric layer
(Nominal thickness
1
is 60.6 nm)
GST
(Amorphous)
GST
(Crystalline)
Aluminum

2

Dielectric
layer
GST
(Amorphous)
AIST
Aluminum

Refractive
index. If

On

Absorption
coefOcient, k

Ok

2.147

0.013

—

~

2.146

0.010

—

—

3.636

0.298

2.122

0.311

3.164

0.135

3.787

0.149

1.350

0.120

5.724

0.218

2.179

0.015

3.587

0.113

2.223

0.066

3.608
1.028

0.142
0.108

2.763
5.459

0.046
0.244
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Table 6-8. Measured average values of the optical constants, (n, k), and their
standard deviations On and ov at 488 nm

Sample Material
set
Dielectric layer
(Nominal thiclmess
is 30.3 nm)
Dielectric layer
(Nominal thickness
1
is 60.6 nm)
GST
(Amorphous)
GST
(Crystalline)
Aluminum

2

Dielectric
layer
GST
(Amorphous)
AIST
Aluminum

Refractive
index, n

a.

Absorptioii
coefRcient, k

2.164

0.015

—

~

2.163

0.010

—

~

3.521

0.323

2.242

0.340

2.978

0.145

3.725

0.112

1.055

0.142

5.392

0.219

2.200

0.019

—

—

3.396

0.170

2.308

0.092

3.493
0.746

0.118
0.097

2.853
5.217

0.082
0.156

Ok
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Table 6-9. Measured average values of the optical constants, (n, k), and their
standard deviations On and Ok at 457.9 nm

Sample Material
set
Dielectric layer
(Nominal thiclmess
is 30.3 nm)
Dielectric layer
(Nominal thickness
is 60.6 nm)
1
GST
(Amorphous)
GST
(Crystalline)
Aluminum

2

Dielectric
layer
GST
(Amorphous)
AIST
Aluminum

Refractive
index, n

o>

Absorption
coefilcient, k

Ok

2.185

0.011

—

—

2.163

0.015

—

—

3.297

0.300

2.280

0.291

2.653

0.110

3.600

0.148

0.932

0.168

5.082

0.295

2.233

0.019

3.260

0.180

2.373

0.074

3.187
0.677

0.152
0.033

2.839
4.758

0.068
0.278
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Figore 6-15. The measured wavelength dependence of the optical constants for the
first set of samples, (a) dielectric layer, (b) amorphous and crystalline GST layers,
(c) aluminum layer.
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Figure 6-16. The measured wavelength dependence of the optical constants of the
second set of samples, (a) dielectric layer, (b) amorphous GST and AIST layers, (c)
aluminum layer.
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6.3.2 Phase-change samples fix)m the manufacturer 3
bi this subsection we will present the measured results of the phase-change samples
from the manufacturer 3. The third set of the samples has different compositions of 2^Si02 layer and GeSbTe layer. The crystalline states of this set of samples were
annealed at 205''C for 20 second.

Figure 6-17 shows the experimental and theoretical results obtained for the 20 nm-thick
GST layer on a fiised-silica substrate, the laser beam was incident on the sample firom
the film side. The estimate parameters of the (amorphous) GST layer based on these
measurements are n + A=4.054 +1 1.909 and thickness t = 16.92 nm. The thickness of
this GST layer is smaller than the nominal value (20 nm). Figure 6-18 shows the results
for the same sample, but this time, the laser beam was incident on the sample firom the
substrate side. T h e estimated parameters o f this G S T layer are are n + i ^ = 4 . 0 3 + i
1.857 and thickness

17.41 nm. Again, the estimated thickness is smaller than the

nominal value.

Figure 6-19 shows the experimental and theoretical results for a four-layer phase-change
sample (Substrate/Al(100 nm)/ZnS-Si02(20 nm)/GST(20 nm)/ ZnS-Si02(140 nm)). The
best fitted parameters for this sample are: A1 alloy with n + ik= 1.761 + i 6.317 and
thickness t ==104.10 nm; the first ZnS-SiOz layer with n = 2.207 and thickness t = 18.88
nm; GST layer with n + iit = 4.404 +1 1.812 and thickness f =16.12 nm; the second
^-SiOz layerwith n = 2.207 and thickness t-144.37 nm.
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Figure 6-17. Same as Fig. 6-9 but for the 20 nm-thick GST layer on a fusedsilica substrate fix>m the manufacturer 3.
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from the substrate side.
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Table 6-10 is a summary of the measurement results of the samples for the manufacturer
3, and the average values of the best-estimate optical constants as well as the
corresponding standard deviations are listed in Table 6-20. Compared with the Table 63, one can easily find that the standard deviations of the best-estimated optical constants
for three sets of samples are comparable, which shows the repeatability of our
measurement. The refiractive index of the dielectric layer of the third set of samples is
4% and 2% larger than that of the first and second sets of the samples, this is due to their
different compositions. The refitictive indices of the amorphous and crystalline GST
layers are comparable with that of the first two sets of samples, but the absorption
coefficients of both the amorphous and crystalline GST layers are a little bit larger than
that of the first set of the samples.

6.3.3 Phase-change samples firom the manufacturer 4
Two samples fix)m the manufacturer 4 have been measured; they are the single phasechange layers with different thicknesses. The material is a ternary phase-change alloy
similar to rewritable phase-change media, which is intended for low-power-consuming
devices in transportable consumer electronics.

Figure 6-20 is the measured and fitted results for the thin phase-change sample, the laser
is incident fix)m the film side; while Fig. 6-21 is from the substrate side. The estimated
optical constant for this phase-change layer is n + i ^ - 4.099 + i 2.963, and the
thickness r=36.6nm for the surface incident beam; while n+i^-4.122 + 12.91, and
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Table ^10. Measured values of n, k, and layer thicknesses for the third set of samples
at 632.8 nm.
Structure
As-dcp/Ann.
Surfiice incident
Substrate incident
A
n=2.174, f=160.1 nm
Sttb/LD
As-dep.
«=2.205. <=157.2 nm
(Sub/1400)
n=2.l76,/=1595nm
As-dep.
«=2.176, <=160.0 nm
11=3.742,
ifc =3.856
Ann.
11=3.973, it=4.005
Sub/ARL
1=17.43 tun
M6.23nm
B
(Sub/200)
«=4.054,it =l.909
As-dep.
n=4.03, *=1.857
/=16.92 nm
<=17.41 nm
n=1.694, *=6.251
As-dep.
b=1.871, *=6.791
/=46.61 nm
Sub/RL
<=48.59 nm
C
(Sub/1000)
«=1.567, *=6.112
As-dep.
«=1.626, ik=6.415
(=36.01 nm
<=29.27 nm
«l=2.197,rt=145.87nm
«l=2.165, <1=1473 nm
»2=3.728, *2=3.753
h2=3.778, 42=3.891
Ann.
<2=17.37 nm
Sub/LD/ARL
<2=16.53 nm
D
(Sub/1400/200)
«1=2.205, rt=144.7 nm
nl=2.184, <1=148.7 nm
n2=3595, *2=1.6726
n2=4.179, *2=2.0
As-dep.
<2=19.32 nm
<2=15.78nm
»1=2.151, <1=149.43 nm
nl=2.1799, <1=147.51 nm
n2=4.298, *2=4.161
n2=4.146, *2=4317
<2=16.54 nm
<2=16.25 nm
Ann.
n3=2.1623.t3=20.75nm
n3=2.1858. ^=20.96 nm
Sub/LD/ARUUD
E
(Sub/1400/200
«1=2.198, <1=144.04 nm
nl=2.171, tl=1473 nm
/200)
n2=4.1913, *2=2.1217
As-dep.
n2=4.4122,k2=2.0758
<2=16.72 nm
<2=16.0 nm
«3=2.2156, <3=19.95 nm
«3=2.1785.13=21.89 nm
nl=2.1911, <1=149.49 nm
n2=3.8023, *2=4.2219
<2=14.72 nm
n3=2.l738, <3=2235 nm
Ann.
«4=1.789, *4=6.298
Sub/LD/ARL/UD/
<4=114.3 nm
RL
F
(Sub/1400/200
fll=2.1926, <1=151.51 nm
/200/1000)
«2=4.433, *2=2.0055
<2=15.46 nm
b3=2.1469, <3=20.67 nm
As-dep.
n4=1.7867, *4=63065
<4=104.39 nm
«1=1.7593, *1=6.3168
Ann.
Sub/RUUD/ARL/
<1=122.41 nm
n2=2.1884, <2=21.85 nm
LO
«3=3.889,*3=3.76
(Sub/1000/200/
fl=16.17 nm
200/1400)
ii4=2.196, <4=146.4 nm
G
nl=1.7613, *1=63168
As-dep.
<1=104.10 nm
n2=2.l893, <2=18.88 nm
n3=4.4044, *3=1.8123
^=16.12 nm
n4=2.2068. <4=14437 nm
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Table 6-11. Measured average values of the optical constants, (n, k), and their standard
deviations (t„ and Ok at 632.8 nm for the phase-change samples &om the manufacturer 3

Material
Dielectric layer
(nominal t -140 nm)
Dielectric layer
(nominal f = 20 nm)
GST
(Annealing @20S°C,
20 second)
GST
(As-dep.)
Aluminum

Absorption
coeflicient, k

Ok

0.016

—

—

2.180

0.020

—

—

4.212

0.182

1.932

0.149

3.920

0.207

3.996

0.216

1.732

0.098

6.351

0.197

Refractive
index. If
2.185

<T.
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Figure (»-20. Same as Fig. 6-9 but for a single phase-change layer on a fused-silica
substrate firom the manufacturer 4.
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the thickness is 37.15 nm for the substrate incident beam. Figure 6-22 is the results for
the thick phase-change sample. Since this phase-change layer is too thick, no
transmittance is measured. The best estimated optical constants isn + ik'^ 4.05 + i 3.19
for the surface incident beam, and n + i it = 4.211 + i 2.815 for the substrate incident
beam.

6.3.4 Magneto-optical samples &om the manufacturer 5
The optical properties of the magnetic fihn are fully specified by its dielectric tensor,

namely the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor of the magnetic
layers are e and s', respectively. The off-diagonal element is responsible for crosscoupling the

X-

and ^/-components of polarization, this being the original of optical

activity in these media. If e' is set to zero, MO activity vanishes, as if the magnetization
of the material had disappeared. Reversing the direction of magnetization causes a sign
reversal of e'. For a uniformly magnetized film under normally-incident plane wave the
effective refiiactive index of the medium is (e +1 e )'^ in response to right-circularlypolarized light and ( e -1 E

in response to left-circularly-polarized light. These

refractive indices are switched when the direction ofmagnetizationofthe medium is
reversed.
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Id

this section, we will show the measured diagonal element of the dielectric tensor of

the magnetic layers for MO data storage. Six MO samples &om the manufacturer S have
been measured. Figure 6-23 shows the measured and best-fitted results of a two-layer
sample (Substrate/TbFeCo (25 nm)/SiN (100 nm)) when the layer is incident fit)m the
fihn side. The estimated diagonal element of the magnetic layer is s = -3.07 + {3.603,
and the thickness is 25.28 nm, while the refractive index of SiN layer is n = 2.02, and the
thickness is 99.88 nm. The measured and fitted results of a three-layer MO sample
(Substrate/SiN (100 nm)/TbFeCo (25 nm)/SiN(100 nm)) are plotted in Fig. 6-24, the
laser again is incident from the film side. The estimated refiractive indices of the first
and the third SiN layers are 2.043 and 2.037, and the thicknesses are 96.57 nm and 96.42
nm, respectively; while the diagonal element of the magnetic layer is e = -2.945 +
<3.526, and its thickness is 25.56 nm. When the magnetic layer is too thick, we couldn't
measure the transmittance, so the estimated thickness of the magnetic layer is the
penetration depth. Figure 6-25shows measured result of a three layer sample with 25(c)
and (d) are firom the substrate side. The thickesses of the magnetic layer for both cases
are much less than the nominal value. The optical constants of the multilayers are shown
in Table 6-11, which summaries the estimated results of the six measured samples. The
averaged real part of the diagonal element of the magnetic layer is 2.978 with a standard
deviation of 0.0874, and imaginary part is 3.593 with a standard deviation of 0.0783.
The averaged refiactive index of the SiN layer is 2.047 with a standard deviation of
0.0202.
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Figure 6-23. Same as Fig. 6-9 but for a two-layer MO stack consisting of a TbFeCo
layer sandwiched between a SiN film and a fus^-silica substrate.
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Table 6>12. Measured values of optical constants of MO samples at 632.8 nm

AAD072#2

AAD072#4

AAD072#6

AAD072#8

AAD081#2

AAD081#4

Structure
Substrate
TbFeCo (25 nm)
SiNdOOnm)
Substrate
TbFeCo (100 nm)
SiN(SOnm)

Surface incident
n,=3.07, it,=3.603
ti=2S2i nm
n2=2.02, /2=99.88nm
nr=2.944, *p3.567
fp55.15 nm
n2^2.056, /j^48.51 nm

Substrate incident
/ip3.102, it,=3.688
tj^24.66 nm
nz=2.S62, /2=95.l8nm
np3.079, Jt,=3.73
ti=6\.Sl nm
nf'2.015, /r=5l.4nm

Substrate
SiN(lOOnm)
TbFe(^ (25 nm)
SiNdOOnm)
Substrate
SiN(20nm)
TbFeCo (100 nm)
SiN(50nm)

n/=2.043, r/=96.57nm
nr=2.945, ifci=3.526
/2=25.56 nm
nr=2.037, /j=96.42nm
/i/®2.037, ^/=19.19 nm
nj=2.9l7. ik:=3.58l
tr=W.iS nm
nj^2.081, ^3=46.75 nm

/i;=2.035, 0=96.73 nm
^2=2.892, itr=3.534
^2=25.63 nm
nj=2.036, /j=96.66nm
nr=2.028, r/=l8.86nm
n:=2.97, ifc2=3.652
^2=76.6 nm
/ij=2.032, /j=51.4 nm

Substrate
SiN(50nm)
TbFeCo (25 nm)
SiN(20nm)
A1 alloy (100 nm)
Substrate
SiN(50nm)
TbFeCo (lOOmn)
SiN(20nm)
A1 alloy (30 nm)

n/=2.064, //=48.1lnm
nj=3.0l9, it2=3.472
/2=28.34 nm
nj=2.031, /j=20.06 nm
n<=1.96l, it^.59l
/4=124.69 nm
n/=2.037, //=50.03nm
n2=2.838, *2=3.576
^2=92.35 nm
nj=2.061, /j=24.25nm
n^l.908, it<=6.75l
/4=29.63 nm
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6.4

Conclusion

b this chapter, four different sets of PC samples based on GST, one set of PC samples
based on AIST, and one set of MO sample have been used to characterize the
optical constants (and fihn thickness) of dielectric, GST, AIST, MO, SiN and aluminum
layers used in optical disk quadrilayer stacks. The average values of the optical constants
(/i, k) and their standard deviations have been calculated,

and several possible causes for

the observed variations have been mentioned. The causes include: surface oxidation,
residual stress, inhomogeneities within the substrate, and the existence of transition
layers at the interface between adjacent layers (or between a layer and the substrate).
The wavelength dependence of the optical constants for different layers of the first two
sets of phase-change samples has also been measured.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Currently, the phase modulation of the reflected light at the exit pupil of the objective
lens is not currently used in optical disk systems, its recovery could increase the strength
of the generated signal. Li the meantime, the pursuit of high-density recording inevitably
drives the optical data storage industry to reduce the wavelength of the light sources,
decrease the track pitch of optical disks, and increase the numerical aperture of objective
lenses. The track pitch and the size of the focused spot gradually approach the optical
wavelength. Under these circumstances, we need to consider the polarization effects in
optical data storage. Many different multilayer stacks are designed to enhance the readout
signal contrast, reduce noise, increase the storage density and speed, or improve media
reliability, and their optical phase and polarization characteristics are strongly dependent
on the optical constants of the multilayer. This dissertation studies, both theoretically and
experimentally, the optical phase and the polarization in the media and optical data
storage systems

A variant of Zemike's phase-contrast microscope has been designed, constructed, and
tested to measure the small phase sample. The sample in this microscope is illuminated
with a white light source through an annular sq)erture, which is projected to the entrance
pupil of the objective lens, hi the return path, the light diffracted by the sample and
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appearing in the interior of the objective's aperture is separated fiom the light returning in
the annular region near the rim of the objective. The separated beams are relatively
phase-shifted, then combined to create an interferogram of the sample's surface on a CG)
camera. It is fairly straightforward to use this system as a conventional bright-field or
daric-field microscope, but its most interesting application is as a Zemike phase-contrast
microscope with adjustable amplitude ratio and phase shift between the test and reference
beams. The ability to continuously adjust the phase of the reference beam also enables
quantitative measurement of the phase distribution imparted by the sample to the incident
beam.

We have shown the phase information in the media and systems of optical data storage.
In order to measure the relative optical phase of the reflected light finm amorphous and
crystalline regions of the phase-change media of optical data storage; we have developed
a method based on Mach-Zehnder type of interferometry. Using a red HeNe laser the
relative phases on quadrilayer optical disk stacks were measured and found to be around
40°. The results are in good agreement with the calculated values based on the known
layer thicknesses and refractive indices of the multilayer stacks. A polarization
interferometer has been setup to demonstrate the phase information generated from the
disks and phase-change media.

Polarization dependence of signals finm periodic one-dimensional arrays of magnetic
domains in magneto-optical

media and crystalline domains in amorphous phase-
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change (PC) media has been studied by theoretical calculation and experiment. The MO
signal in the small period regime depends on the direction of incident polarization. The
relative strength of the £|| and Ex. signals changes depending on the period of the pattern
and the numerical aperture of the objective lens. For phase-change media, the reflected
signal has similar polarization dependence, but this dependence is weak.

We report results of measurements of four different sets of PC samples based on GST,
one set of PC samples based on AIST, and one set of MO sample used as the media of
optical recording. The refractive index n and the absorption coefiGcient k of these
materials vary to some extent with the fihn thickness and with the fihn deposition
environment. We report the observed variations of optical constants among samples of
differing structure and among samples fabricated in different laboratories.

We have shown that the phase information in the media and systems in optical data
storage, and we have also described one method to read the phase information. But, as we
know, the phase information is very sensitive to the environmental conditions, and the
setup described here to read the phase information is complicated. Finding a reliable
method to read the phase information from the disk will be the next task in the future.
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